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By Dave Catlin
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Dedicated to the Memory of William Hastings Morton 
1941-1977
Bill Morton was the 8th and Honourary Member of BSEE. He was a geology professor at Addis Ababa University (Haile Selassie), a caver, friend
and Hero. He came caving with us for 3 days in Sof Omar and supported our expedition from start to finish. We tried hard to find a better
picture. This is the best we can do: taken from his graduation photograph at Manchester University.

Preface

Acknowledgements eBook Edition
I'd like to thank Tim Renvoize and Dick Ramsden for organising the expedition and giving me the chance to go. All the expedition team deserves praise for the
companionship on the journey and for helping put this book together. They lent journals, photographs and time; I know most of them enjoyed digging into long
lost memories. Thanks go to their spouses for putting up with the old trogs reminiscing. Special thank to Denise Ramsden and Kate Catlin for their proofreading
efforts. But in that endeavour, thanks must go to my American friend Nancy Kokat who got my commas, colons and semicolons behaving. I'd also like to thank
modern Ethiopian cave explorers John Gunn and Mark Tringham for updating me about more recent explorations. But particular praise goes to Robin Weare
whose stories and explanations kindled the wish to go again. He went out of his way to help and proof read this edition. I want to extend special thanks to
Asfawossen Asrat of Addis Ababa University Earth Science Department, who helped me avoid several cultural blunders. I'd like to thank Mike Lean, who
befriended Bill Morton and shared some of his caving experiences and clarified the circumstances of Bill's death. Thank you to Bill's school friends, John Pollard,
Peter Kennet and Peter Warren and ex-colleagues Martin and Frances Williams who tried to find a picture of him (the best we could do is the picture from his
graduation class). The eBook Edition takes advantage of extra pages and space; allowing me to correct the irritating errors in the Photobook. I've reordered
some pages and given some content more space and added new material. Most of this applies to our exploration of Tigray and the post 72 explorations. I'd like
to thank Jan Nyssen for his information on Zeyi and his supplementary info and photos on our Geba (Giva) River explorations. Thanks also to Marco Vigano for
his Gursum Pearl Cave contribution. Finally, thanks to Daniela Rosso for her information on Porc-Epic.

This book project started when I looked at photographs of my parents taken just before and after they married. As I understand it, smooth-talking Londoner
Albert Henry Catlin chatted up Yorkshire lass Constance Hendly at a bus stop. It was World War II; they were both doing basic training. I think they wed after a
short romance; my mother's parents didn't attend the wedding. The happy couple went to Leeds to visit mother's family after the ceremony. My mother quit the
army and went to live with my father’s parents in Hampstead. They never saw each other for 5 years. The army sent my father to Egypt and then Italy; my
mother worked in various war ministries and dodged doodlebugs. I have so many photos and bits-and-bobs, yet I know so little of their story and it's too late to
ask.

I have a set of pictures taken during a caving expedition to Ethiopia. I felt I wanted to tell my descendants its story. I started by contacting my fellow-explorers.
The adventure was something I look back on with pride and fond memories. I found it heart-warming my companions felt the same way. I hadn't spoken to most
of them for more than 45 years, but we quickly slipped into the old friendships. So while it's my story, it's a story shared. As the project progressed, I found the
story interested others involved in Ethiopian cave exploration today. Their perspectives and achievements enriches our story and shows the effects of our efforts.
I've added some notes on the politics, history and culture of some of the places we visited. I didn't try to be comprehensive or consistent, nor did I try to reflect
my knowledge at the time. Again, I hope the notes add interest and help explain some of the events and experiences.



I first became interested in caving after listening to
some workmates, ex-cavers, talking about it. One of
them took me and another chap out for the day in
the Yorkshire Dales. I loved it. I immediately joined
the Bradford University Pothole Club. They started
beginners off with easy trips, gradually teaching
basic-skills; I enjoyed the Dales, the sportiness,
physical challenge and the hint of danger. I began
reading about caves. David Heap's account of Classic
Yorkshire caving trips: Penyghent Pot, Dowbergill
Passage, Simpsons Pot... You start doing them,
ticking them off the list of the most challenging and
the most dangerous. Then you hear about people
finding new caves or cave extensions and you
wonder what it’s like to go where nobody's ever
been before. This desire motivated everyone on our
expedition.

It's hard to find new passages in UK caves; it's not
impossible or even rare, but in the 170 years of
British caving people had already discovered the
obvious. In the late sixties, early seventies British
cavers had started going on expeditions to remote
countries with great caving potential. This book is the
story of such an adventure: the 1972 British
Speleological Expedition to Ethiopia (BSEE).

Note: Names of caves, regions and towns have
changed since 1972. I have used the new name and
wrapped the (old name) in brackets. However, not
always - I refuse to use Google's spelling of Sof Omar
and their bizarre renaming of the Web river with its
Italian name Gestro.

An Adventure in Africa
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Tim Renvoize: Dick and I studied Civil Engineering at Salford, and we were both active members of Preston Caving Club. I knew of cavers
going on expeditions to exotic places like Afghanistan and New Guinea. I wanted to find a virgin region with the potential to discover
unexplored caves. And while I was still young, I longed to travel; an overland expedition to Ethiopia met my objectives. With Dicks' help,
this became a reality.

Richard (Dick) Ramsden: I was 26 and had worked as a graduate civil engineer for Pontefract Council and Lancashire Council but spent
most weekends caving near Ingleton with Preston Caving Club. We'd done many of Yorkshire's sporting caves and potholes. Although
we'd tried, we hadn't found new caves in the Dales. The idea of caving in a virgin region like Ethiopia was very appealing. Tim and I
yearned to find new caves; we'd learnt to dive and use explosives; skills which could help us achieve this aim.

Simon Amatt: I was 23, a telephone technician. I'd spent 8 years at Birmingham Polytechnic and joined their caving club - Birmingham
Carabina Club. We'd go caving in Derbyshire, Yorkshire, South Wales and Mendips. I'd broken up with a girlfriend, went caving in
Yorkshire one weekend and saw an advert in Descent. I'd never been abroad but had seen programmes about Ethiopia on TV; I just had
to go. I'm glad I did!

Dave Catlin: I was 23. I'd finished my engineering apprenticeship and got my degree; my training was over. Next, one is meant to carve
out a career. However, Bradford University Pothole Club had corrupted my last 3 years; engineering didn't interest me anymore. Caving
offered adventure and the exciting possibility of discovery - going somewhere no one had ever been. I saw the invite in the caving
magazine, Descent. I applied immediately - one of my best decisions.

Paul Ramsden: I was mad keen on caving. The idea of exploring a place where limestone was the size of England [13 million hectares],
which might be as rich in caves as the Yorkshire Dales, was appealing. I went caving with Sheffield University Speleological Society where
I'd graduated in geography the same year as Steve. The chance to travel through so many countries was a real plus

Steve Worthington: I studied geology with geography at Sheffield and was in the same caving club as Paul. We frequently caved
together in the Yorkshire Dales. After graduation, I did casual work plus caving and climbing. Going to Ethiopia to explore caves sounded
like a great adventure, and it was.

Terry Rayner: Trooper Terry Rayner of the 9th/12th Royal Lancers was a serving soldier. He'd clearly been caving, but didn't share the
enthusiasm of the rest of the team. He rarely went caving in Ethiopia; some of us thought he'd joined the expedition to avoid a posting
in Northern Ireland (still plagued by the Troubles). Nevertheless, he did most of the cooking and looked after the camp: these were
invaluable tasks.

BSEE Expedition Members
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Getting Ready
Tim and Dick both studied at Salford University and caved with Preston Caving Club. They
started the project and did the enormous amount of work needed to make it happen.
Where do you want to go? How do you get there? Who's going to go? What equipment
and food do you need and how much will it cost? Easy questions to ask, but not easy to
answer - particularly in a pre-internet age.

I don't know who did what to make this happen, and in truth, neither Tim nor Dick can
remember - which speaks volumes for their modesty. In his log, Tim talks about faffing, a
euphemism for the organisational effort needed to make everything happen. Tim was a
supreme faffer: visas, carnet, permissions and documentation... he did all of this with
minimal fuss.

Dick and Tim chose Ethiopia because it had the right limestone geology. They contacted
Bill Morton, who was a geologist at Haile Selassie University, an ex-Manchester University
Caver and possibly the only active caver in the Horn of Africa. The team expanded with
Dick's brother Paul and Paul's caving chum Steve, both potholers with Sheffield University.
Their Descent Magazine advert got the rest of us. They persuaded Everest Expedition
Leader, Sir Chris Bonnington, to act as a patron and found 37 sponsors.

One big decision: what truck should we get? Dick and Tim
bought a British Leyland Austin K9 (an ex-Royal Air Force
ambulance) from a group of climbers who'd used it for a
Himalayan expedition. It had a big storage space and the
climbers had fitted it with 4 hammock-like beds. We soon
discovered it was a pig to drive and the petrol consumption
was as little as 6 to 7 km a litre. We mistakenly thought we'd
1,600 km of the Sahara Desert to cross without a refuelling
stop; it was less than 500 km. We added more fuel carrying
capacity.

The K9 had a 90-litre fuel tank and 8 brackets for jerrycans (20
litre), welded to the outside of the truck. Between the back
wheels, Dick and Simon added an extra petrol tank and
personal storage boxes. In total, we carried 450-litres of petrol
plus jerrycans for water. Dick took a ‘sickie’ from work to get
K9 fit and ready. He and Simon added a roof rack, gave it a full
service and checked everything they could think of.

Tim and Dick had visited the Lord of Caton Hall in Lancashire;
Arabs had held the Lord hostage in the Sahara – not a place you
want the truck to breakdown. Simon had two special drive-
plates made, which let us disconnect the 4 wheel drive (saving
petrol). We had normal tyres and off-road tyres (using the right
set saves fuel). I can’t remember changing them; once we got
to the Sahara, we were off-road most of the time.
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Ethiopian Herald
March 9th 1972

Simplified Limestone 
Geology Map of Ethiopia

The Descent Ad
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We set off on Sunday, 9th January from Preston and took turns driving. We
drove through the night with a driver's mate making sure the driver stayed
awake. The rest of us sat or slept in the back. We stopped in London to get
visas, then just kept going.

This was only the second time I'd travelled out of the UK; the previous
summer I went caving in Norway's Arctic Circle. I remember the weather in
France and Spain was as miserable as England. Orange trees line Seville's
streets so we stood on top of the truck fruit picking. I found out all you can do
with them is make marmalade.

We caught the Algeciras ferry, sailed past Gibraltar, and landed in Ceuta on
Friday, 14th January. Day 6 we were in Africa. In Ceuta, we bought a chunk of
Mahon cheese, put it into an empty biscuit tin and headed for Algiers. No
matter how much cheese we ate - it didn't seem to get smaller.

Preston to Algiers

Mountain Pass South of Madrid
Typical Weather
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We didn't stay in towns often, so we slept anywhere around the truck. In town, two slept on the roof,
two on the inside-shelf and two across the backseats. For some reason, which I was grateful for (until
Kisangani), I slept across the driver and passenger seats.

We camped on the beach in Algiers. After changing money, getting permissions, insurance, and stuff (all
of this Tim called faffing), we left Algiers at 11:30 on the 18th. In my experience, while most cavers are
team players, they have anarchistic tendencies; they're independent, self-reliant and don't relish
administrative fuss. It has to be done, not enjoyed; faffing is a good description. Thankfully, Tim did
most of it.

We were still eating the Ceuta cheese.

Wet AlgiersBeach Camp

Passing Gibraltar

Mahon Cheese



The journey from Preston to Algiers is 3,888 km; from Algiers to Zinder in Niger it's 4,052. Until now we'd travelled along tarmac roads with petrol, food, water,
and help - all at hand. We were now going to cross the world's largest desert, which apart from a few isolated spots, had nothing. But first, we had to cross the
Atlas Mountains...
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The Sahara Desert

The Sahara Desert from space: courtesy of NASA 11th February 2002



Over the Atlas Mountains
The Saharan Atlas Mountains rise to a height of 2,236 m; they mark
the northern edge of the Sahara Desert and the real start of the
Trans-Saharan Highway.

We got to Blida around 13:30 and turned south to Medea; it was
chucking it down - the river was in full flood. We'd decided to make
up for time lost in Algiers and drive through the night. Ignoring a road
closed sign at Medea, we drove up to the high plateau as it got dark.
We'd all thought the same: Africa is hot – we'd brought clothes for
hot weather. What happened next I thought belonged in a 'Boy's
Own' book.

Note from Tim's Log. "Intense wind. Road again closed, but we were allowed to
continue. Hit bad snowy patch. Removed drive shaft and reinforced 4-wheel drive
mechanism. Caused slight traffic jam. Spoke to police, but we were allowed to
continue because we had a 4 x 4. Held up in one or two places, but reached
Djelia. Refueled. Road closed again and had to drive round oil drums and Arab
patrolman. Trucks abandoned en route; slippery in places but kept going till came
to a traffic jam: vehicles completely snowed up. Out come the shovels or rather,
shovel (we supplemented this by using our caving helmets as snow diggers). It
must have taken a good three hours to dig a pathway through. In the end,
everyone had to get out and push. Police patrol car waited while we worked.
Wind incredibly intense. Followed the police Land Rover. He had to borrow our
spade to bypass another vehicle. It took us about 30 minutes to follow him,
having to remove a lot more snow. Going generally becomes easier, sleet
blowing almost horizontally."

Our summer clothing made the night interesting.
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Ethiopian Herald
March 9th 1972

Atlas Mountain 
Snow Storm
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First Day in the Sahara

Ghardaia
El Golea

The snow had disappeared by the time we reached
Laghouat. By 09:00 on the 19th, we'd reached the desert
and the oasis town of Ghardaia: the start of the Sahara. It
was Wednesday Day 11 of our journey and 5 days since
we'd bought the cheese. We were still eating it.

Ahead lay 275 km of tarmac-road, probably the last we'd see for a while. It should take 3 to 4 hours: it took us 8. The mountain storm was also a desert storm;
it had blown sand barriers across the road - not easy to get over, particularly without sand mats. The wind still whistled loudly, blowing sand into our faces and
into the truck. Hastily, we built a plastic barrier to stop sand getting into our food and kit. We kept digging and pushing, and with the help of some other
travellers, we got over the sand barriers and arrived in El Golea (now called El Menia) at 17:00.

We got permission to continue south, but before we set off, we went for a Hamman bath. This mainly consisted of chucking buckets of water over each other.
We bought sand mats, then drove a further 80 km south, where the tarmac ended. We set up our first desert camp



Heading South
I hadn't thought about the desert or what to expect. Often there wasn't a road, just a choice of
sandy tracks heading south. Each track had a corrugated surface; if you drive over them at the
right speed, it's a smoothish ride - too slow and the truck rocks all over the place. However,
every so often you get a pothole - you didn't want to hit them at speed. We had a person sitting
in the cab hatch to give early warnings; it didn't always work.

I didn't expect to see a Foreign Legion fort. Built by the French in 1894 and named after General
Mirabel, it’s a puny place - nothing like France's imperious Norman castles. What came next was,
what I thought, one of the most memorable parts of the adventure: the Tademiat Plateau.
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Desert Camp (Tamanrasset) Fort Mirabel
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Desert Roads



Tademiat Plateau
Getting involved in BSEE happened so quickly I had no time to study
the geography of our journey. Every day came up with a surprise; the
Tademiat Plateau was one of the biggest. You could look in any
direction, and you'd see this flat expanse; it took more than a day to
cross.

One morning most of us decided we needed to go for a dump at the
same time. There's nowhere to hide. I've no idea why we walked in the
same direction; Terry used his military training - One drop your pants,
two... The plateau suddenly stopped and led us into the Arak Gorge
where we passed a curious little abode made from straw - where did
they get the straw?

12Looking up at the edge of the Tademiat

Arak Gorge
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Tademiat Plateau



Desert Life

14Tuareg

Salt Pans 
Tegguiddan Tessoum

Well
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Desert Landscapes

Hoggar Mountains



Desert Towns

16In Salah

In Salah

Tamanrasset
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When you leave Tamanrasset, the next town, Agadez, is 852 km south in Niger. There's nothing
much between, so we had to carry water and petrol for the whole journey. A couple of soldiers
and an officer, housed in an unimpressive shack, made up Niger's immigration post.

We drove to about 1 km north of the border; we could see Niger across the flat sandy desert.
Sitting in the back of the truck, Steve and Simon noticed our tracks in the sand looked odd. A quick
inspection found the nearside rear suspension spring had broken: 390 km from Tamanrasset and
462 from Agadez!

The Sahara is full of broken and abandoned vehicles which never made it; were we going to add to
the scrapyard? We limped to the border post. The officer took us to a forsaken Mercedes van,
which we turned over, and there - a replacement spring. We performed the desert ritual, the fate
that befalls all vehicles which don't make it out of the desert; we cannibalised it.

Dick and Simon spent the rest of the day fitting the spring to the K9; meanwhile, a Dutch couple,
heading north in a jeep, stopped to talk. Our Ethiopian Expedition sign on the truck attracted
them; they'd driven from Ethiopia and told us, 'Ethiopian roads were even worse than those in the
Congo. Dick and Simon finished the repairs at 17:00 and we camped for the night. We finally gave
up on the cheese, it had beaten 7 cheese lovers - survived 12 days; we left its remains in the
desert.

Spring Break



Agadez to Zinder
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On the 27th of January, we
restarted our journey south,
stopping briefly at Tegguiddan
Tassoum to check out the salt
pans. We arrived in Agadez,
too late to go through
customs. Petrol prices took
advantage of thirsty cars from
the north.

The desert gradually receded: the sandy-roads became well defined
and narrow; thorny bushes became more numerous; cultivated
fields appeared; herds of cattle grazed on meagre-grass. We saw a
few wild ostriches and our first mesmerising baobab trees. On the
30th of January, we arrived in Zinder: Sahara crossing-done!

Local Bus Services
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On the 31st of January, we travelled from Zinder to Kano in Nigeria without incident. Like all the ex-British colonies, they drove on the left
and had tarmac roads. We reached Kano the same day, drove through the gateway in the city’s wals and parked at the Kano Club: the place
where Westerners hang out, go swimming, play golf, or engage in other leisurely pursuits.

Kano

Kano, the capital of Northern Nigeria, buzzed with life. We visited the market
out of curiosity and for supplies. The smell of the wet market where they
slaughtered the animals to order was disgusting. Simon and Dick visited a
scrapyard and beefed up the springs. That evening we sat on the top of the
truck and watched the movie Doctor Zhivago which played on the outdoor
screen at the Kano Club. On the 2nd of February, day 25 of the expedition, we
set off at 15:45 heading for Maiduguri.



Kano to Bangassou
We planned to travel through the old French colonies:
Cameroon, Chad, and the Central African Republic. We had our
first encounter with African ferries crossing the River Charie
from Kouressi (Fort Foureau) in Cameroon to N'Djamena (Fort
Lamy) in Chad. Tim and I went for a drink at a bar in
N'Djamena: peaceful, chic African women - French overtones.
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We'd got into a routine; get up at 06:00, have breakfast
(usually porridge supplemented with local fruits - bananas and
pineapples, which we'd buy from the villages we passed).
We'd drive until midday and stop for lunch (Ryvita biscuits and
local bread), then continue until dark when we'd eat dinner.
Although mostly dirt roads, it was easy driving. I think we all
felt driving through the flat pastoral grasslands was relaxing.

Flies! Everywhere flies, relentlessly swooping down on you;
you can flick and swish all you want, they're still there.

Daily Routine

Steve atop a termite’s nest

Village in Cameroon, on the banks of the River Charie

Village, Chad



Earth, Water, Fire
We'd travelled from Chad to the Central African Republic. We had
some trouble with the truck: radiator trying to fall off and the engine
mounting brackets cracking. So we went to a garage in Bangui who
fixed things for us.

As we drove south we'd pass fields farmers had set on fire. They've
done this for 10,000 years or more. It gets rid of the old crop and
weeds and returns nutrients to the soil
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Kembe Falls, Kotto River, Bangassou
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The Congo
At 4,371 km, the Congo is the 9th longest river in the world. It spews 41,200
cubic metres of water per second into the Atlantic Ocean (bettered only by
the Amazon) and at 220 m deep it is the deepest river in the world. It drains
water from the Congo basin, which covers 38,850,000 hectares: the second-
largest rainforest in the world. It's also full of wild animals, including several
endangered species.
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Sir Henry Morton Stanley (he of "Dr Livingstone I presume" fame) colonised the country for King
Leopold II of Belgium. The king exploited the country as a personal fiefdom from 1885 to 1908, during
which time 50% of the population died. It's not easy to read about the brutality of this period; it’s a
mistake to think the cruelty ended when the Belgian State took over the government in 1920 or after
independence in 1960.
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A Troubled History

Stanley

Leopold II

Tippu Tip

Leopold set up the Force Publique, a paramilitary police force, made up of African soldiers with
European and American officers. Their duties included ensuring villagers met their rubber production
quotas; they punished failure by chopping off hands and feet. And like many gangster groups, they
added extortion, rape and murder. Joseph Conrad based his novel, 'Heart of Darkness' on these horrors.
These crimes even repelled the European Colonial powers who got together and forced Leopold to cede
his overlordship to the Belgian government; not much changed.

The Arab-Zanzibari slaver and plantation owner, Tippu Tip, set up an empire in the Eastern Congo and
became its governor when Leopold took over. He successfully combined the indigenous indignities of
slavery with the imported European cruelties.

A father looking at the hand and foot of his 5-year-old daughter cut off by 
the Force Publique, because he hadn't met his rubber quota. 



Patrice Lumumba, first elected President of the Congo 1960: murdered by
Katangan separatists in 1961. Mobutu, complicit in Lumumba’s assassination,
staged a coup in ‘67 and stayed in power until ‘95. He changed the name from
Congo to Zaire. Mercenaries, implicitly involved in these political shenanigans,
ravaged the country. I remember watching on the news the exploits of Black
Jack Schramme; this was only 4 years before we entered the country.
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President Lumumba

The exploits of Mad Mike inspired the movie ‘Wild Geese’ starring Richard
Burton and Roger Moore.

From 2000 to 2014, Paul Salada (alias Morgan) led a vicious group of elephant
poachers in the Okapi National Park Reserve in the Eastern Congo. People
accused the 'Mai Mai Morgan' outfit of dealing in conflict diamonds, illegal
gold-mining, rape, murder, cannibalism, kidnap... In 2012 the group attacked
the park ranger HQ in Epulu village. They murdered the rangers and their
families before killing all the okapi in the breeding centre. Perhaps not
surprisingly Morgan had his connections in the army and police in both
Bafewasenda and Kisangani. The exploits of mercenaries, assassinations, coups,
revolutions, genocide in neighbouring countries, floods of refugees, conflict
diamonds... It's all still going on

Mad Mike Hoare
1964

President Mobutu

Black Jack Schramme 
1967
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As a child in 1950s Leeds, I went every Saturday
morning with my brothers to the Shaftsbury cinema on
York Road. You could pay to see the movie matinee
with jam jars. They'd show movies like the Lone Ranger,
Flash Gordon and Tarzan. This instilled my childish
subconscious with an image of Romantic Africa:
pygmies, jungles and wild, dangerous animals.

On the 15th February, Day 21 of the expedition
(Simon's 24th birthday) we headed towards the
Mbomou River. When we crossed this Congo Tributary,
we'd enter Zaire. Would we find Romantic or Brutal
Africa?

Romantic Africa



Ferry Across the Mboubou
When we arrived at the river, we found the ferry on the other bank. Tim, Dick
and I paddled across the Mbombou in a dugout canoe to get it. This was
Romantic Africa.

The ferry, as with many things in Africa, is free - but the ferrymen expect
payment. Tim handled all of this and in reading his logs, he was a master miser
(good negotiator). He paid the ferryman 60 Central African Francs (CAF) and a
packet of 20 fags. A group of Brits on a zoological expedition crossed the river
later that day. They told us we hadn't endeared ourselves with the ferryman;
they'd had to pay 500 CAFs for two Land Rovers. Interesting: in Africa, we call
this endemic corruption - in the West, it's tips! 650 CAFs equalled £1.

We’d bought local food, particularly bananas and pineapples; they were very
cheap: 1 large pineapple 5p and 30 bananas 5p.
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The front and back wheelbases of the
Austin were different, which made
boarding tricky.
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Congo Roads and Bridges

On the left bank, we disembarked into customs - not immigration. The immigration was 76 km away in a small village called Monga. This seems odd, but you
soon realise it's a 76 km green corridor - thick jungle to the left and right: mud roads chewed up by big trucks and bridges built from hewed down tree trunks.
All still Romantic Africa.



The Immigration Adventure
We arrived at Monga to find the immigration official was in Bondo. We
stayed overnight. The 12th of February, Day 35: Although we didn't know
it, we were about to leave Romantic Africa. Tim's log tells the story.

"Immigration officer still not back from Bondo, but told we could do the
necessary formalities in Bondo. Bugle call at 07:15 - a handful of people on
parade. Most European buildings [in Monga] deserted, with those used
half-occupied, rest destroyed by bombing. Left at 08:30 - dirt track (seems
to be impossible in wet weather).
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Dodgy bridges. Reached ferry, on the other side, but [it] soon came across -
no motor, just poled across...

...Track reasonable for short stretches but traversed by ruts. Most of the
European houses in ruins, some used as schools or dispensaries, but most in a
state of decay. Stopped by - [immigration] official coming in the opposite
direction who insisted that we return to Monga. Tim went, with passports, in
Land Rover. He [official] also turned back 3 Germans in the same position as
us. Germans arrived back before we did, and apparently, they had a close
shave with a local woman. The rest of the night was spent sorting out their
difficulties (paid her 100k, about 60p). Told to return tomorrow at 07:30."

Sunday the 13th of February, Chiefy (as we'd started to call the immigration
officer) turned up with two underlings. They wanted to do a search of our
truck. So at 07:45, we started unloading everything. We sorted it, made lists -
one faff followed another. We did all this in the street: it became a popular
attraction as locals gathered to watch. It went on for 6 hours.

Eventually, Chiefy decided we were suspicious characters and he and a
soldier would go with us to Bondo for further inspection. You could easily
have cast the soldier in one of the Tarzan movies. He was a village boy;
someone had given him something that passed for a uniform and a 'pea-
shooter' for a rifle.

At 14:05 we set off, Chiefy sat in the cab, and the soldier guarded us in the
back; the Germans followed our truck. After the ferry it was clear we
wouldn't make Bondo, so Chiefy took off with the Germans, leaving the
soldier with us. He told us to report to him in Bondo in the morning.
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Bondo

We stopped at a random location, and as often happened along these jungle-lined roads, people appear. You don't see their villages or houses, but they
emerge from somewhere. Remarkably, one of these 'apparitions' was the soldier's father; he went home to dad and mum for the night. As we ate dinner, a
couple of Land Rovers turned up. This is when we met the British zoologists and their dog; they were looking for Chiefy. They handed us a typed list of our
inventory: the end of an eventful day.

One of my most enduring memories of the Congo occurred when we camped in the 'middle of nowhere'. A young barefooted boy turned up wearing shabby
shorts and a shirt. He was carrying a book on Greek Mythology and spoke 4 languages! Another, football pitches - they just kept popping up. You've got to love
it!

The soldier returned at 06:30; we set off for Bondo arriving at 08:00. Immigration cleared the Germans and zoologists, but not us. We had to go to Kisangani
for more inspections. We left at 12:10, this time with the guard and a policeman. The soldier was an affable chap; the cop was the opposite, smartly dressed
wearing menacing shades. In Haiti, he'd have been in the Tonton Macoute. We now headed for Buta, 216 km away. The soldier and Tonton sat in the back
with one of us - to keep an eye on them. Two sat in the cab: the others sat on the roof ducking when the jungle stretched across the road at a decapitating
height.



I was in the back on guard duty when we suddenly stopped. Everyone got
out of the truck. About a dozen locals had chopped down some trees
which blocked the road. Tonton went berserk and started shouting at
these guys. I've no idea what he was saying, but at least half of the locals
were young, muscular black guys with tree-chopping machetes; they
knew what he was screaming about and they didn't like it. As they
squared up to each other, we with the older Africans started clearing the
road. It took less than a minute. We all climbed back into the truck except
for Tonton; he was still going at it. Dick got out of the driver's cab, walked
to the back, stood in front of him, and in his best authoritative Yorkshire
accent commanded him to get into the bloody truck. Still raging, he did,
and we drove off. He wasn't done. He had a briefcase in the back, which
he opened and pulled out a pistol. With the soldier desperately trying to
calm him down, he stuck it into my face. I closed my eyes and put my feet
up on the tailboard.
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With Tonton calmed down we drove into Kisangani, a great port city on the
banks of the Congo River. Once called Stanleyville, it's 1,780 km upstream of
the capital Kinshasa. It's the largest city in the Northern part of the country
and in 1972 it had a population of 245,000. Every sort of craft from dugout
canoes to massive barges sped, bobbed, and paddled on the great waterway.

I still kept Tonton and the soldier company in the back of the truck. The
soldier had never seen anything like Kisangani. And in contrast with the day's
events, there was a moment of gentle innocence as Tonton explained to the
soldier big city wonders like traffic lights.

We went to the Provincial Governor's Office, where Chiefy brought a bunch of
officials and cops to look at us and our kit. On the way we'd passed through
Buta, a military town, whose assault course looked made up with caving gear.
Our personal gear boots, helmets, overalls - all looked suspicious. And of
course Terry was a British soldier. Before we left England, I remember a
discussion about whether we should take a gun; fortunately, we decided not
to. Then a stroke of luck - the American Consul turned up and convinced them
we were innocent spelunkers and not mercenaries. We got our passports back
and were free to go.

Rumble in the Jungle Kisangani
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Out of the Frying Pan…

We'd entered the Congo on the 11th of February; travelled 730 km and cleared immigration -
it took 6 days. But we were, at last, good to go - or so we thought. It was too late to drive out
of town. So we ‘camped’ on the banks of the river and decided to go out-on-the-town. Leaving
Steve to guard the truck, the rest of us made our way to an outdoor bar. After a few drinks,
we started to dance with the locals. We left and went to another bar, then another. Everyone
was sober. It was nice to get out of our explorer routine. A few guys and girls followed us from
bar to bar; all were very friendly.

When we headed back to the truck, some of the entourage followed. Tim chatted to some
bloke, a thin girl talked to one of the guys and a big girl with a Sputnik-hairdo chatted to me.
Now my French was at the ‘une deux trois' level. However, it became clear if I gave Sputnik
girl my watch (the one my parents gave me for my 21st birthday), we could go to her 'Maison'.
Tim told us the guy was the girls' pimp.

We got back to the truck; everyone got into their 'in-town-sleeping places'; mine was in the
cab. I'd stripped to my 'skivvies' and was about to get into my sleeping bag when the cab door
opened and the two girls dragged me out. We toppled into a heap, just as a car came around
a corner and caught us in its headlights. I took advantage of the startled girls, leapt back into
the cab, locked the doors and crawled into my sleeping bag.

I ignored the French chuntering going on outside until Steve opened the cab hatch and told
me I was under arrest for rape! I dressed and climbed out of the cab to find Sputnik with two
policemen (her friend had scarpered). They were going to take us to the police station. While
it was clearly a mistake, we'd experienced 6 days of their misunderstandings. The police car
wouldn't start, so we had the farce of two prisoners helping one of the cops to bump-start
their paddy waggon. We drove off into the Kisangani night.



Kisangani Exodus
It became menacing when we drove into an army camp; the cops were military police. They
ushered us into a small room; two squaddies stood with rifles at order. An officer walked in - I
offered to shake his hand; he ignored me. One of the cops reported in French, which I didn't
understand. Disturbingly, he included gestures saying we were 'bonking' in the street. The
officer spoke to Sputnik; as she replied, a soldier smacked her face with the butt of his 303-
rifle. She thudded into a heap on the floor. Next, I was back in the police car heading for the
truck. Before they left, the cops told us they would arrest us all in the morning
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We awoke and sat around eating breakfast talking about what we should do. At 08:00, we decided to take a chance and head for Uganda. It's 746 km to the
border village Mahagi; that's like driving from London to Aberdeen on mud roads instead of motorways. You can't turn-off; your only destination is the border.
If they want to arrest us, all they need to do is phone a police station on our route. I remember thinking oh-oh when a soldier waved us down; the drunk
wanted cigarettes. By nightfall, we'd reached Bafwasende.

Lindi River at 
Bafwasende
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A Day in Nia Nia
We'd experienced a lot of problems with the truck on the way through the Congo. Poor fuel
supply kept stalling the truck - once on a bridge shared by a train. We’d used wood blocks to
keep the springs in place, but just outside of Bafwasende Simon looked under the truck to check
the springs. He discovered the chassis about to break apart. Without the chassis, we’d go no
further. Was this the end of the expedition?

We flagged down a passing truck. They told us about some French Bridge builders in Nia Nia,
about 70 km away. They gave Steve and me a lift to seek their help. The others would try and
find a temporary solution and limp on after us. We got to Nia Nia in time for a French lunch.
They were happy to help us, but we had to get the truck to them. Steve and I walked to the edge
of town where we found a European house, attacked in one of the conflicts. A burnt-out
armoured car sat in the garden, the walls riddled with bullet holes, and dried blood smeared on
the walls and floor. Anticipating a long wait, we fashioned a chess set out of stones, sticks and
bottle tops and settled down to play on the verandah. Throughout our trip, we'd kept seeing
signs of fighting and hearing stories (50 Europeans killed in this place).

Night approached. The truck hadn't made it, so we decided we'd better try and get back to it.
After we'd walked for a few kilometres, a local stopped us as we passed his house. He asked
what we were doing; we told him our story. He said if we continued we'd stand a chance of
being eaten by something. I guess wild predatory animals are part of Romantic Africa. He was a
Greek owner of a coffee plantation; he invited us to stay the night. For the second time in a day,
we ate a civilised meal. All these years later I remember food; Steve remembers the joy of a bed
and the luxury of bedsheets for the first time in 42 days.

The Scars of 
Brutal Africa

Armoured Car



Meanwhile Back at the Truck…
The guys started strapping the chassis up with timber and a crowbar when an English-speaking
Indian stopped. He was on his way to work as a supervisor in a Palm Crushing factory 5 km back
towards Bafwasende. The factory had a welding kit and he agreed to help with a fix.

After a refined breakfast, the Greeks waved down a truck which gave me a lift. Steve followed
later in a Land Rover. Somehow both Steve and I found the guys.
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The factory would've delighted an industrial archaeologist; it looked like a 19th century 
British factory. It had a steam engine driving the crushers through lay belt drives. The 
welders did a crude job but good enough to save the expedition. We headed towards 

Uganda. 
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"Je Suis Spéléologue"
We drove through Nia Nia and into the Okapi Wildlife Reserve, the
stomping ground of Mia Mia Morgan. These endangered, shy
creatures, which remind you of zebra, are in fact closely related to
giraffes. It’s also the home of the rare forest elephants, which
Morgan hunted for their ivory.

Passing over the Epulu River, we continued eastwards through
Komanda, when suddenly a chap appears in the road announcing, "Je
Suis spéléologue." He was a Belgian geology teacher and told us
about a local cave: Matupi Cave in nearby Mount Hoyo.
Archaeologists have found humans occupied it 40,000 years ago. We
just wanted to get out of Zaire; no one wanted to explore it.

Forest Elephants

Epulu River

Okapi



Farewell Congo!
We'd picked up a hitch-hiker, who told us to expect a military checkpoint at Bunia; we passed through without a problem. The Congo had one more
go at us; a downpour turned the road into a river. We started to climb into the Blue Mountains, the jungle gradually giving way to grass and rock. On
the 22nd of February, Day 45 of the expedition, we drove through Mahagi, leaving the Congo, and entered Uganda at Goli. We'd travelled 1,600 km
in 11 days: an average of 145 km (90 miles) a day. We cheered.
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Blue Mountains
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Hello Uganda
Like me, Simon couldn’t speak French; he loved how the Ugandan immigration official
spoke to us in cultured English, "What can I do for you gentlemen." We breezed through
customs and gave a woman a lift to the next village Nebbi, where we camped for the night.

The zoologists turned up and told us about their Congolese adventures. They'd taken a
northern route after Bondo (which was our original plan). One night, they camped near a
pygmy village whose inhabitants decided to attack them - spears and bows and arrows.
They escaped leaving behind a Land Rover and their dog. They returned with the police to
get the dog and vehicle back. The villagers thought they were mercenaries.

Several times, Tim's logbook mentions how we bickered with each other. We probably did,
but I think he took it to heart more than the rest of us: perhaps because of his leadership
role. I remember clashes were short, sharp, over with, and forgotten; you cannot hang onto
ill-feelings in such an environment. However, this night we had a doozy.

Forest Elephants

Tim wanted to take time out to visit Murchison National
Park. He was the only one; the rest wanted to get to
Ethiopia and go caving. Dick, the other leader, if I remember
correctly, was strident in his opposition. In the end, Tim left
the expedition, visited the park alone and flew to Nairobi to
rejoin the team. I have since been on safari in South Africa's
Krueger Park - a wonderful experience. My vote would be
different today.

Me and my watch on the 
banks of the Victoria Nile

Romantic Africa

Goli: Customs
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Murchison Falls

40
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Uganda to Kenya
Charles Dickens penned one of the most famous sentences in literature: “It was the
best of times, it was the worst of times…” You could apply this epitaph to many of
the countries we travelled through. Despite our Congo adventures, we caught the
best of times. Uganda was such a case. In Uganda, Idi Amin had overthrown
President Obote a year before we arrived. In 1972 Obote loyalist rebelled and vicious
inter-tribal battles waged between army units. Two American journalists disappeared
, and Amin threw out all Ugandan Asians. Over the last 48 years many of the
countries we passed through suffered similar upheavals. Protected by our ignorance,
we dodged the lot.

We covered the 1,100 km from Goli to Nairobi in two and a bit days, with a short stop
to photograph the Owen Fall Dam on the White Nile: much better than the 145 km
per day in the Congo.

Road to Nairobi

Owen Fall Dam
Now Called the
Nalubaale Dam

The drama of Africa: Simon caught this bird of prey
swooping down for the snake while riding on the top of
the moving truck!



Nairobi to Addis Ababa
We spent two days in Nairobi reconnecting with Tim, stocktaking supplies, buying food and fixing
the chassis properly. The Palm Factory had done an expedition-saving job, but they'd also created
a problem. They'd set up stress concentrations in the way they'd welded the chassis. These
started fatigue cracks before we left the Congo. Fortunately, British Leyland had a garage in
Nairobi. They did a great job; we had no more chassis problems. While writing this I wondered
why we hadn't asked them why the engine kept stalling. Both Dick and Simon said Duh!

We left Nairobi late on the 26th of February; we camped at 02:00. Next morning, we drove to
Nanyuki and the Equator, had a photoshoot, and carried on.
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Going to Moyale
I think we found the journey north exciting and dramatic because of Kenya's
beauty and wildlife. I remember meeting an elephant covered in the red
dust of the Marsabit Game Reserve. We arrived at the Kenyan border town
of Moyale at 17:00 on leap year day, the 29th. So 1st of March, Day 53 of
the expedition we crossed the border into Ethiopian Moyale.

Nearing Moyale in Kenya – the Ethiopian Border

Mount Kenya



Ethiopia: A Start and Finish
Remember the Dutch couple we met in the Sahara? We soon verified their comments about Ethiopian roads. This wasn't such a serious problem; when the
roads got too tough to get to a cave, we hiked or rode mules.
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That first day we reached El-Gof; we became excited when we
found some holes in the ground. Just waterholes, but we didn't
care. It was fun - Romantic Africa!

We soon found our way to Negele and headed north to Addis
Ababa. En route, we passed to the east of Lake Shalla. On the
11th of June, Dick Ramsden would search for caves near the lake:
BSEE's final exploration. After the rest of us had gone home, Dick
stayed behind to tidy up our affairs. Bill Morton, our Ethiopian
contact, took Dick, Yohannes Berhane and another student on a
field trip - caving. On the shores of Lake Shalla, sharing a single
lamp, they crawled into a cave. They met a warthog, which
frantically charged around a small chamber before disappearing.
They also realised they were crawling along a pathway made by a
snake, which they didn't meet. Dick finished with a swim in Lake
Shalla.
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Ethiopia and Haile Selassie
I chose to go on a caving expedition: going to Ethiopia was incidental. What did I know about
the place? I knew we used to call it Abyssinia; they had King called Haile Selassie; it was in
the Horn of Africa, and Mussolini had invaded it in the 1930s. Abyssinia comes from the
Arabic Habbeisha. People tell me it's what foreigners called it, like for example: England
(Angleterre), Deutschland (Germany).

Modern Ethiopia started with Menelik II who became Emperor in 1889. He'd expanded and
consolidated the Empire, defending it against the 'Scramble for Africa' by the European
powers. He did this through deft politicking, except against the Italians, whom he humiliated
at the 1896 Battle of Adwa. A bewildering story of political marriages and womanising by
Menelik and the other nobles produced a few succession candidates. Despite intrigues,
rebellions and general shenanigans, Ras (Duke) Tafari Makonnen served as Regent to
Menelik's daughter Empress Zewditu who took the throne in 1913. Ethiopia crowned Tafari,
Emperor Haile Selassie in 1930.

In October 1935, Mussolini's armies invaded Ethiopia from the Italian colonies in Eritrea and
Somaliland. They outnumbered and outgunned the Ethiopians. Nevertheless, it took them
until February 1937 to win the war. Haile Selassie escaped to London and waged a political
fightback. He didn't get much success until the start of World War II. In cinemas, Pathe
newsreels portrayed him as our ally: the Lion of Judah. The Italians invaded British
Somaliland in June 1940 and attacked the border of Kenya and Sudan. In January 1941 the
British counter-attacked, and on May 5th Haile Selassie entered Addis again.

Haile Selassie still ruled Ethiopia in 1972. Was he an Emperor for good? He did introduce
constitutional and legal reforms, but didn't ban slavery until 1947. He was an imperialist. He
did pomp and ceremony with the best of them, all with an exotic African twist. He was an
autocratic ruler with the powers that King Charles I demanded but lost his head instead.
Simon recalls being out in Addis when a sudden surge in police and security preceded the
Emperor passing by.

Rastafarians are a Jamaican religious sect which believe Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie
was the Messiah. They believe black people are the chosen people who will someday return
to Africa.



Addis Ababa and Bill Morton
We arrived in Addis Ababa on the 6th of March, 59 days after we left Preston. We met Bill Morton and his boss Professor Russell Black; they graciously
took us out to an Ethiopian restaurant for dinner. We had a traditional Ethiopian dish: injera and wat (a meat stew). Injera is a flatbread, a sort of wet
sourdough with the texture of tripe: disgusting. One legacy of the Italian occupation is fine Italian restaurants. From then on, when in town, we went
Italian. There was such choice it was hard to decide what to order, so we'd order it all. Paul remembers, "I had a lasagne and every time I've had it since,
I hoped it would be as good - not so far."
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Some of the team stayed at Bill's and some at Russell's. The next day the Russell
lodgers had coffee and croissants for breakfast (Russell’s Scottish parents lived
in France). They arrived at Bill's for an expedition conference, as the others
tucked into Bill's English breakfast: cornflakes, marmalade, eggs... The first item
on the agenda concerned future billeting. Russell's lot wanted to switch every
day. We compromised, and all moved into Bill's!

We all had a bath, and for everyone but Tim and
Dick, the first bath since El Golea. Paul had his
rucksack and clothes stolen, so he wore the same
clothes for the rest of the trip. He did wash them
regularly; fortunately they dried quickly in the
African sun.

Ethiopia didn't always have a fixed capital - the capital was where the
Emperor was. In 1896 Emperor Menelik II founded Addis Ababa (new
flower). It had Imperial splendour. Buildings like the Cathedral may look
colonial, but they're Ethiopian Orthodox to their foundations.
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The Early History of Sof Omar
On the 10th July 1894, Dr. Arthur Donaldson Smith, an American from Philadelphia left
Berbera on the coast of Somalia, aiming to travel to Lake Turkana [Lake Rudolph] in
Kenya. Accompanied by his friend Fred Gillet and 84 native helpers, he became the
first person to record the existence of Sof Omar Caves in his book "Through Unknown
African Countries."

Smith, with the support of the Royal Geographic Society, seems like Professor
Challenger, one of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s characters - except he was a big game
hunter. To modern sensitivities, his slaughter of lion, rhinoceros, elephant and other
creatures is sickening reading.

Forest Elephants

Arthur Donaldson 
Smith



Arthur Donaldson Smith’s Notes
"The river broke around a little group of rocks, and joining again made a short dash as it dropped a couple of feet, and passed through the most superb
archway it can be possible to imagine."
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Arthur Donaldson  Smith 1897

Matching Smith’s poor-sketches to places in Sof Omar isn't easy. The top image best-matches the features upstream of the cave entrance. At first glance, you
might think the bottom image depicts the Chamber of Columns. However, it's clear from Smith's text that he didn't cross Ford 1 because the river was "too
deep and wide“ (he was visiting the cave, in the wet season). He looked at Holuca but didn't have time to explore.

Inside the cave entrance
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“… it was possible to enter the caverns through
the large archway, but there was another
entrance that could be better reached ..."

Arthur Donaldson  Smith 1897

“…Lighting candles, we passed a hundred yards
through the various archways and chambers,
and then found we could go no further on
account of the mountain’s having caved in. The
other side of the stream, however, continued
quite open, but we could not cross, as the river
was too deep and wide."

Arthur Donaldson  Smith 1897

"The next morning, after a hasty look at the
southern extremity of the cavern, [I named
them] 'The Caves of Wyndlawn,' in honor of
my old summer home near Philadelphia.”

Arthur Donaldson  Smith 1897

Ford 1: The extent of 
Smith's Exploration

Upstream Entrance 
(Ayiew Maco)

Southern extremity (Holuca) 



20th Century Exploration

... but there was another entrance that could be better
reached up a steep bank, and then passing through
masses of rock to a large hole in the mountain side,
like the opening to Rob Roy’s cave by Loch Lomond.
This is the way the natives were accustomed to enter.
You had to let yourself down carefully some twenty
feet, until you found yourself in a large gloomy
chamber, where natives had offered up sacrifices
evidently for generations.”
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Arthur Donaldson Smith 1897

The locals called the cave after Sheik Sof Omar, an 11th-century Muslim, who lived in the area. An Italian expedition visited in 1913; more Italians
went there during their occupation of the country. A French Jesuit Priest, Abbe Henri Breuil, did some archaeological investigations in 1934. There's
no evidence any of them did more exploration than Donaldson-Smith.

Abbe Henri BreuilAyiew Maco Village 
Entrance

In February 1971 Professor Théodore Monod of the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, Bill Morton and Ato Mezmure Hailemeskale
recorded another 1 km of new passages to the known cave.

Robson and Clapham Sof Omar Survey
January 1966

Englishmen Eric Robson and Chris Clapham with the headman of Sof Omar village, Kabir Ahmed, made the first 
comprehensive exploration in 1966.
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Life at Sof Omar
It's about a 500 km drive from Addis to Sof Omar; the journey took us over the Bale Mountains and from Goro onwards we were off-road. The Ethiopians
wanted to make the cave a tourist attraction, so the highways department was constructing a road to make it easy to drive there; I understand they’re still
building it.

Forest Elephants
When Donaldson-Smith visited the cave in 1894, Sof Omar village didn't seem to exist. In 1972 it consisted of a few huts at the bottom of the valley, clustered
around the dry entrance into the cave. Now Sof Omar has relocated to the plateau and has expanded to include a medical centre.

Sof Omar Village 1972

Sof Omar Village 2020
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The villagers were friendly; they’d go about their business washing clothes, bringing their livestock down from the
plateau to drink. Arthur Donaldson Smith's expedition used donkeys and camels to carry food and equipment;
they're still used to transport goods around this remote region. We can now add a steady stream of Sof Omar
visiting tourists. Someone rigged the cave with electrical lights (which don't work), and I've found adverts for
underground boat trips: all the hallmarks of a show cave. Still, the adventurer in me likes tourist blogs claiming it's
a rough journey getting there.

Tourists

The Escarpment to the Plateau 

Washing clothes



In 1894 the place teemed with wildlife. The antics of Smith and his hunting partner, Fred Givens,
testifies to a profusion of elephants, lions, rhinos and antelope. These don't exist near the cave
any more. Donaldson-Smith did report a crocodile taking one of his donkeys. I'd heard tales of
them still living downstream of Sof Omar. I thought this an unfounded rumour until I read an
excerpt from Steve's diaries "...saw a baby crocodile in the river. “ Vervet monkeys ran around
our valley camp, and a troop of baboons patrolled the upper reaches of the dry valley. They were
aggressive and athletic; they threw stones at us, and Steve and Simon saw them jumping from
the cliffs across to the trees on the other side of the river. Downstream of Holuca.

Professor Largen found ten species of bat roosting in Sof Omar. Rhiolophus occupied small
chambers and the Circle Line; Otmops lived in the Chamber of Columns and Rossettus
dominated Safari Straight. Professor Monod wrote a report on the cave fauna. Some creatures,
like an unfortunate frog, the river washed in and trapped. Others, such as isopods (woodlice)
lived in the guano. When you crawled through the guano, they crawled over you.
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Sof Omar Wild Life

Vervet 
Monkeys



Caving at Last!
We decided to start with the known cave, Sof Omar. Bill Morton and Professor Monod had discovered about
1 km of passage, so we figured if we resurveyed the cave and included the new discoveries, we'd guarantee
something for a report. At 16:30 on the 10th of March Bill, Steve and I, left the others faffing in Addis and set
off to Sof Omar, ostensibly to start the survey. We spent the night in a hotel north of Shashmane, where
Steve had another encounter with bedsheet-luxury.

Coincidently, I'm writing this on the 11th of March 2020 - 48 years ago to the day we arrived at Sof Omar. On
the Day 61 of the expedition, guided by Kabir Ahmed and Bill Morton, Steve and I entered BSEE's first
Ethiopian cave. Feeling very emotional. It was just a brief 30-minute trip down to Ford 2: the real expedition
had started.
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Sof Omar headman, Kabir Ahmed 
and his daughter

Asfawossen’s picture of Kabir Ahmed’s grandson at Holuca.

Google's satellite view of Sof Omar. They
call the River Web the Gestro - the name
used by the Italian occupation army!
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New Discoveries
On the 12th of March, we made a through-trip down the river from
Ayiew Maco to Holuca and explored Abe Kurie (a small cave across the
dry valley). Then we explored Bill's discovery, Link Passage from
Mudwall Chamber to Chamber of Columns. That night, we camped in
the Dry Valley in a little hut made from 'twigs', about 70 m from the
village.

You'll find some cavers who just love potholing as a slightly masochistic
sport; others genuinely want to understand the science of caves. Most
of our team were sportsmen first who used the science of caves to
figure out where new caves or passages might exist. For cavers, the
thrill of "Boldly going where no man (or woman) has gone before" isn't
just science fiction; it's a primary goal.

I'm now 71; on the morning of the 13th of
March 1972, I was 23 when Steve, Bill and I
boldly went. That day we discovered the
passages off Link Passage - Wembley series; it
was one of the standout days of my life. life.

Steve in Link Passage
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We discovered 6.1 km of new passages which, when
added to Bill's 1 km and the 8 km from the Clapham
Robson survey, made Sof Omar 15.1 km long: at that
time, the longest cave in Africa. Now exceeded by
Algeria’s Rhar Bou Ma’za aka the ‘Tafna River Cave’
(18.4 km) and Madagascar’s Ambatoharanana or
‘Crocodile Cave’ (18.1 km).

To survey Sof Omar, we used Grade 5 survey methods
to map key pathways and loops. We then recorded,
to a Grade 3 standard, major routes; this created a
framework into which we fitted Grade 2 data.

In 1972, personal computers didn't exist. Big
organisations and many universities had big
mainframe machines; the Bradford University
computer took up most of ‘L’ floor in the main
building. I'd used it for my degree dissertation; it was
all rudimentary - you programmed it with punch
cards.

Fortunately, Pete Dew, a member of the university's
pothole club studying for a mathematics doctorate,
had access to the computer. He wrote a program
which took our survey data and sorted out the errors.

To do a Grade 5 cave survey, you use a compass,
clinometer (for measuring slopes) and tape measure.
You record the data on a notepad and sketch the
passage details: always entertaining in muddy, tight
or water-filled passages. Today you can use laser
and computer gadgets to survey the cave. As you
pass through it, the kit takes millions of readings.
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Discoveries Continued
There's an etiquette to naming caves. What do the locals call the cave? Is it near a
prominent geographical feature? Hence, Sof Omar instead of Smith's attempt to
immortalise his summer home. Inside the cave, the explorer earns the right to name
their discoveries. We spent the 13th making the most of that privilege.

One blog labelled 'Wembley Stadium', pretentious. The Link side passages were all
small - like Lumberjack (named because we kept clearing driftwood), Steve, crawling
behind, asked if it got easier. I replied, sarcastically, "It's like Wembley Stadium." The
name stuck.

We also found a way into what appeared on the Clapham Robson Survey as a Blind
Chamber. Curing the Blind earned the connecting passage the name of Faith
Healers. Later we discovered this passage joined to the Chamber of Columns. In
Yorkshire making any kind of cave-discovery took a huge-effort, inspiration or dumb-
luck. At that time, in Sof Omar, it happened almost everywhere we went.
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Wembley Stadium
A Fault Passage

Tim in, the tight, Lumberjack Overpass; we
gave this picture a crude, laddish nickname.
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The Team Arrive
On the 14th, I wanted to start the Grade 5 survey. Bill revealed his true nature: forget the
professional scientist - he wanted to go caving. That's what we did. Steve and I explored
Blunt Crawl from opposite ends; when we met in the middle, we decided it was pointless,
hence the name. After lunch in the Chamber of Columns, we went on a photo shoot
downstream.

We emerged into daylight to find the others had arrived and parked the truck on the
plateau. During the day, I’d impaled my back on a rock dagger hanging from the roof of Link
Passage. That evening I stood on the plateau, eating dinner out of a billycan while Paul
stitched the wound on my back. The Yorkshire Cave Rescue doctor had put together our
medical kit and given us 'extensive' training: this included stitching up a split in a carrot. I
was in good hands!

Some locals witnessed Doctor Paul and word spread; we
started a 'daily clinic'. One poor lady walked 2 days hoping we
could treat an eye condition far beyond our skills: heart
breaking. Another day several giggling highway workers
appeared. They pushed forward a shy chap, who dropped his
pants to reveal a bad case of pox. Someone slapped on
ointment and a finger bandage.

Holuca Resurgence

Dry Valley
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For the first 3 days, Bill, Steve and I had set up home in a small shack made from tree
branches. When the others arrived, we needed something more lavish. So we set up
our tent (the only time we did during the whole journey).

A bit of domesticity crept in; we engaged with Romantic Africa by joining the women
down at the river washing clothes - we even had a washing line. We had to leave the
truck unguarded on the plateau. Some pilfering took place, but nothing too serious.
When he first arrived, Terry went on a couple of Sof Omar tourist trips, but then he
volunteered to guard the truck, look after the camp, and cook.

Now the systematic hard work started: exploring, photographing and surveying.

Ayiew Maco Shrine

Tent Camp

Sof Omar Camp
The Shack
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Sof Omar River Passage

Safari Straight looking at 
Molossidae Passage

Ford 6

Ford 6

River flowing through 
Chamber of Columns



Safari Straight
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Looking out of Ayiew Maco

Downstream from the Chamber of Columns

Downstream 
from Holuca

Side Passage off Safari Straight



Big Rapids

Sporting Rapids
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Sometime in the late nineties, Kate and I presented at an education
conference in Grasmere. On the way back to London, I just had to
drink a cuppa at Bernie's Cafe in Ingleton. As I mooched around the
village, I found a book: The Underground Atlas by John Middleton and
Tony Waltham. Inside, I found a picture of me in Sof Omar's Chamber
of Columns. This unusual, possibly unique caving feature is a set of
thick columns surrounded by the river and a damp sandy floor. In the
wet season floodwater from the river cut channels in the sand as it
invaded Link Passage and the Blind Chamber.

The mud marks on the columns show the water level in the wet
season.

65Book Picture

Chamber of Columns
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Blind Chamber
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Mudwall Chamber

Astrodome

Batshit Passage

Bill Morton in Mudwall Passage
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Professor Monod in Rimstone Passage

Circle 
Line

Gours in Rimstone 
Passage

Tree Trunk Flood Debris Hiding 
Chameleon Passage



The Tourist Entrance

Looking out 
of Holuca

The Great Hall 69
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Wet season:  water flowing out of the 
normally dry Great Hall.
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How was Sof Omar Made?
Steve and Paul both studied subjects related to geology at Sheffield. However, all
of us wanted to figure out how nature made Sof Omar.

Most caves exist in limestone, a sedimentary rock formed at the bottom of the
ocean. When little marine creatures die, their bones fall to the seabed making a
skeletal graveyard which becomes limestone. This goes on for geological ages;
layer on layers of limestone beds stack on top of each other. When the Earth's
movement pushes the limestone rock out of the sea, vertical cracks (joints) in the
limestone beds appear. When the limestone is below the water table,
groundwater flows through the gaps made between cross hairs of the joints and
bedding planes. Acidic water dissolves the limestone it touches. This is phreatic
action and forms roundish tubular like passages. When the water runs like a
stream, it cuts a vadose canyon or trench.

Look at the Sof Omar survey, you'll see the passages formed in a network of joints which run in two-
directions, roughly at right angles to each other. The cave formed underwater while the River Web cut
its way down from the plateau level. When it got to the cave, it decided to short cut the Dry Valley
Meander for the shorter route through Sof Omar's caverns. Eric Robson proposed Vadose action formed
Safari Straight; BSEE disagreed. Safari Straight ends at the Great Dome, where the passage turns right.
Here (Ford 6), the river passage is clearly Phreatic. Safari Straight has its canyon shape because of roof
collapse, which has destroyed its rounded good looks. The River Web washed away the debris.

Top of Korema Sinkhole
Bottom of 
Korema Sinkhole

A fault occurs when a chunk of
land shears apart; it's a weakness,
which water likes to get into and
make worse. The Wembley Fault
contributed to the destructive
collapse which formed the Korema
Sinkhole and the Big Rapids. We
see more collapse evidence in the
huge-boulder sitting in Holuca; I
think it's a good guess the Web
from Holuca to the Dry Valley ran
underground and Abe Kurie was
once a part of Sof Omar.

Bedding 
Plane

Joint

Phreatic
Passages

Vadose
Passages

Canyon Passages

Phreatic Tube

Vadose
Trench

Combined Vadose  and 
Phreatic Passages



Just a Load of Cobblers!
British cavers know about wet caves and how the melting Ice Age
clogged up British caverns with mud and boulders. We didn't know
about wet seasons or the historical climate changes which affected
the way Ethiopian caves developed. All we could do is evaluate the
evidence. The wet season left chunks of wood stuck around
different places - including high up in Lumberjack Overpass. The
floodwaters gush into side-passages, desperately searching for a
way through the cave. They also fill up passages with no effective
outlets. When the floods recede from these backwaters, they
slowly drain back to the river, leaving behind layers of sand and silt.
Mudwall Passage shows this, but you can see it in the outer edges
of the Chamber of Columns and in the Blind Chamber. Conditions
have changed; we now see streams cutting channels in the sand.

One feature we all thought unique was how cobbles seemed to
have filled parts of the cave sometime in the past. I don't mean like
the cobble banks at the River Passage Fords. I mean cobbles jam-
packed into passages, cemented together 6 m and more above the
river. You might think they'd got there when the river flowed 6 m
higher, yet we found such cobbles at the river level. Vadose
trenching had scoured them out: they'd been there a long time.

Driftood: Start of 
Link Passage

Cobblers,  Clapham Climb Series

Cobbles in the 
Chamber of 

Columns

Cobbles on the 
River Passage
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Nur Mohamad (Nur Mohanad)
While Bill, Steve and I crawled around Sof Omar, the others completed the faffing in
Addis and set off to join us. En route, they stopped and met the deputy governor at Goro.
He told them of two caves, Melkay Mana and Nur Mohamad - which he thought (or
hoped) would be more important than Sof Omar. The police chief advised them about
routes to the caves and hooked them up with another governor, who'd gone to Nur
Mohamed cave in 1935. He reported some minimal unrecorded exploration had taken
place; it was encouraging.

On the morning of the 28th, Paul, Dick, Simon, and Tim packed
the donkeys, mounted their mules, and with their Ethiopian
helpers rode south: Romantic Africa. Tim interrupted the journey
through spectacular scenery by falling off his mule. They walked
down a steep escarpment; at the bottom, in the side of the cliff,
they found the entrance to Nur Mohamad cave. They set up
camp at the cave entrance and had lunch.

Nur Mohamad Camp Entrance  

We left Sof Omar on the 27th of March and drove to Goro where the governor had
everything organised for us. After lunch, we set off with an interpreter, a guide, and one of
the governor's secretaries: a Mr fix-it. We'd got as far as we could in the wagon, so we set
up camp for the night. The secretary organised mules and donkeys for our trip to the cave.
Somebody had to stay with the truck, so we decided Steve and I would stay and work on
the Sof Omar survey; I don't know why, but Terry stayed as well.

Escarpment above Nur Mohamad
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When we claim to have found new caves, we mean as a speleological activity (surveying, photographing and the scientific study of the cave). Clearly, locals know about the
existence of nearby caves, and in many cases, they've ventured underground. Most of these trips took place in the multitude of short Ethiopian caverns which don't require
technical skill or experience to explore. Intrepid Ethiopians didn't let the lack of equipment stop their troglodyte tendencies. In true Romantic Africa fashion, they walked,
crawled and wiggled through cave passages with naked-flame torches; they clambered down tree-ladders into some of the Enkuftus (potholes). In the big caves, like Sof Omar,
it's difficult to know how much they explored; it didn't seem extensive. It was different in Nur Mohamad. Graffiti, smoke smudges and footprints showed the villagers had been
everywhere - except the Big Country and beyond.



Like Sof Omar, Nur Mohamad was a Muslim Holy Man who had a connection
to the cave. Like Sof Omar cave, the locals considered Nur Mohamad a holy
place. Without the secretary’s help, the villagers may not have let the guys
explore the cavern. They insisted the potholers shouldn’t use the large
religious entrance, to avoid 'God striking them down'.

The secretary persuaded villagers to let them use the misnamed 'Main
Entrance'. This started with a short crawl. In they went; the secretary came
with them, and a dozen villagers tagged along, all making use of the light from
the four-lamps of our team. So the exploration of Nur Mohamad began. At one
point, Simon and Dick surprised the locals by popping out of the Religious
Entrance. The villagers could have turned nasty; instead, they proclaimed how
God was merciful – He let them live. On the 31st of March, they returned to the
truck.

Baboons, Colobus Monkeys, hyrax, porcupine, multitudes of bats and creepy
crawly things inhabited the cave and its surroundings

Exploring Nur Mohamad

The Nave
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Sheik’s Corridor

The Molar Rumpelstiltskin



Melkay Mana

On the 22nd of March, while we were still working at Sof Omar, Paul, Simon and Terry went to explore Melkay Mana: the
cave they'd heard about at the governor's office in Goro. The Italians had used the place to store munitions in World War II.
They'd built a wall across the passage near the entrance. A nice day trip, the guys explored and surveyed it and got back for
dinner. 76



Harar and Dire Dawa, two cities separated by 50 km, dominate Ethiopia's eastern territories. The ancient
Harar prospered as a commercial centre, while Dire Dawa remained a village until the 20th Century. Harar
sits atop an 1,885 m high mountain, whereas Dire Dawa lies surrounded by cliffs and the Dechatu River.
Harar's superior strategic position probably helped it control the trade routes between Africa and Arabia.
It's through this trade route Ethiopia introduced the world to what is now its second-largest commodity:
coffee.

In the 16th century, under control of Somali Muslims, Harar built its defensive wall (the Jugol) and started
to attack neighbouring Christian Ethiopia. Eventually the attacks petered out, and Harar had to fend off
incursions from the Afars and the Oromo people. In 1875 the Egyptians ruled the region for the Ottoman
Turks. Then in 1887 Ethiopian Emperor Menelik II kicked them out and added the territory to the Ethiopian
Empire. Despite persistent wars and frequent local squabbles, trade flourished making Harar an economic
powerhouse and the region's capital. Harar Jugol (old walled city) is a UNESCO World Heritage site of
religious and cultural importance. Apparently, Harar, known as the 'City of Saints’, is Islam’s 4th most holy
city: it has 83 Mosques for 152,000 inhabitants (2012).

Nowadays Dire Dawa is the commercial centre of the region. Just a small village in 1902, Menelik II gave
the French permission to build a railway to Djibouti, and they decided not to go up the mountain to Harar.
Instead they went to Dire Dawa, which is now the second-largest city in Ethiopia with a population nearly
ten times that of Harar. It is a chartered city, which means it has a degree of autonomous government (like
Hong Kong's status within China). STOP PRESS: like Hong Kong was?

Harar and Dire Dawa

Harar’s Market
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Harar: Islam’s 
4th Most Holy 

City

A Gate in Harar’s Walls

Dire Dawa’s Railway Station



Harar and Dire Dawa Caves
Friday, 7th April, Day 90 of the expedition we left Addis heading to Harar;
with us was Getachew, a student we'd hired as an interpreter. We camped
for the night at Nazareth, now called Adama. Next day we drove to Mieso
where we took the mountain road to Harar passing through Abse Tefari
towards Deder. We stopped for some reason and asked a farmer if knew of
any caves; he did.

Next day, 9th April, we followed the farmer's directions to the mountain
village Mendisa and discovered two potholes - Mendisa Goda I and II. The
second of these is a simple 19 m deep pothole. In the afternoon we set off
to Dire Dawa hoping to meet a French missionary who ‘knew all about
caves’. En route, kids threw stones at us, not the first or last time in our
African adventure. At Dire Dawa, we found out the priest lived in Harar.
We went and camped outside his mission and endured more nuisance
from kids. After a day of faffing, we left for Lega Oda.
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Later expeditions found excellent caves:
Kundudo (Pearl Cave), Bedenno (Enkuftu
Mohu), Gelesmo (Warabesa) and Mechara
(Achere and Aynaga) - to name a few. This
area has proven the most speleologically
interesting part of Ethiopia. We also missed
seeing delights like Ethiopia's equivalent of
New Forest or Dartmoor Ponies: the wild
horses of Kundudo.
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Lega Oda (Lao Goda)
Abbe Edwards, the French missionary, spent many years cataloguing archaeological sites in the region.
He persuaded us this site also had a speleological interest. So the sprightly 70-year-old led the way as
we passed a Romantic African village and started our descent into a gorge. I wasn't feeling well, but I
doggedly followed along. Ethiopian gorges are spectacular with often two or three tiers of cliffs, each
ranging from one to two hundred metres high and several kilometres long. After a couple of hours, we
got to the bottom of the gorge and followed a wadi towards the village, Lega Oda (Loa Goda). Suddenly
a storm hit, and the wadi did what wadis do: it became a raging river. We could hear boulders washing
downstream.

After negotiation with the headman, the villagers took us to the cave, a 20 m wide, 2.5 m high and 2 to
3 m deep rock shelter. Some, perhaps prehistoric, cave dweller had decorated it with cave paintings,
giving it a novelty value for us. It was a miserable cave. Each step back to the K9 was a weary effort. I
got back 20 minutes after everyone else, in time for dinner. I always thought finding cave paintings
would impress me; it didn't - probably my mood that day. However, I've since learned it's one of many
such shelters in the region which I find interesting and unusual - you don't normally get that many
archaeologically intriguing caves in one country.

Lega Oda rock shelter. Left to right: Tim, Dick, Steve, Getechew (blue jacket), Abbe 
Edwards (sitting down), villagers and me ‘enthusiastically’ sitting! descent

We crossed the wadi with some trepidation.

Simon admiring the prehistoric work of art.



Porc-Epic
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The best of us would find it daunting to discover caves in a
virtually unexplored land mass the size of England. And writing
this brings into stark contrast how we did research before the
Internet age. Bill Morton's work gave us a starting point; we'd
study aerial photographs, go to geologically interesting places,
and ask the locals. We'd visit governors, police, priests, farmers
- anyone. And occasionally, we'd hike down a valley or up a
mountain to look and hope. It's not surprising we missed some
things, but startling that we didn't hear about Porc-Epic.

You'll find Porc-Epic (Porcupine) Cave 3 km south of Dire Dawa. First discovered in 1920 and explored in
1933 by a team which included Abbe Henri Breuil; it is a serious-archaeological site. Porc-Epic is one of
a series of caves in Africa which show emerging human intelligence. South Africa's Blombos Cave had
artefacts which showed abstract thinking going on 73,000 years ago. The blog Open Culture headlined
Porc-Epic as the world's first art studio. Middle Stone Age inhabitants, 43,000 years ago, experimented
with different ways of making ochre, which they used in an early example of interior design. Rock
shelters occur all over Ethiopia. The country played a major part in the development of homo sapiens;
in 1974, scientists discovered Lucy, one of our early ancestors. She'd laid buried in the sands near the
Awash River for 500,000 years.



On the 7th of April, we drove the short distance from Dire Dawa to Hurso, where we turned south to the village of Serkema. We aimed to explore two
caves: Beleka and Jewae - the snake cave. We explored Beleka quickly, surveyed it, and added a bat to our collection for Dr Largen. Someone told us the
Italians used the cave to store munitions during their occupation; the blasted floor made the story credible.
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Serkema - Beleka

Steve and Terry outside Beleka: Steve in
Darmart Thermaware, Terry mimics Tarzan

Tim collects a bat. The Rift Valley has tilted large chunks of land
- hence the steep bedding planes.
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As we walked through the bush towards Jewae, we heard the locals, hidden, engaged in a loud conversation. Getechew started shouting back. We
explored and surveyed the cave and left. Later when asked about the shouting, Getechew told us the locals were discussing whether to kill us. This
seemed extreme, except two days earlier locals had shot a European in a nearby village.

As I wrote this, Asfawossen told me how his visit to the cave nearly cost him his life. The villagers had a long tradition: they believed no one can get
out of this cave alive because a ‘ferocious python’ lived there. When Asfawossen came out, a crowd met him, furious because he had disproved
their myth. He got out of the jam by telling them the snake didn't let him in. Later, an elder told him a long time ago some ‘Ferengies' (foreigners-
us) got in and out, but they used potions. 'Habesha' (Ethiopians) couldn't get in and shouldn't even try. This puts Getechew's debate into context,
and it's not every day one takes part in developing a legend. Anthropologists would love this story as it shows the 3 parts of any myth: origin; it's
easy to imagine a python making the cave home, function; a scary tale would help to keep the kids away from the cave, and persistence; when we
went in and out, they adapted the tale to exclude Ferengi, and Asfwasson's quick thinking consolidated the legend.

Serkema: Jewae Goda (Snake Cave)

The African Rock Python grows to lengths of 7 m 
and is the biggest snake on the continent.
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Jijiga and Hakim Gara (Gara Hakim)
We'd returned to Dire Dawa, and on the 15th of April headed out towards Jijiga and the Marda Pass. Advised by the police, for safety, we
camped in the police stockade. Although Jijiga had good limestone outcrops, 150 to 200 m thick, we found nothing. On the 17th we gave up
and drove to Harar, camped, and then in the morning decided to explore Gara Hakim, a hill just south of the city. .

The Gara Hakim limestone pavement has deep grykes, which unusually developed
into potholes. We spent 3 days mapping the plateau. We discovered 23 caves and
potholes, which we 'imaginatively' called GH1, GH2, ... A hyena lived in one of them,
but scared of man's tough-guy reputation, it scarpered when we approached. The
other potholes varied in depth from 10 to 30 m.

Geologists classify Gara Hakim as a karst feature called a
limestone pavement, which consists of clints (slabs of limestone)
and grykes (the cracks between the clints). You can find a classic
example of a limestone pavement above Malham Cove in
Yorkshire; movie makers used it for a scene in Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows Part 1.
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If we were travelling and you were ill, you sat in the back of the truck and bounced
about. If you were ill when we were in a town or village, you sat in the back to scare
off thieves, while the others were off doing stuff. The guys went off to Gara Hakim
leaving me sitting in the truck and listening to kids crying, 'Ferengi, Ferengi' - a
derogatory term roughly translated as 'foreign white bastard'. Curiously, Ferengi is an
alien race in the Star Trek TV and movie franchise.

Wherever we stopped in Africa, kids would cluster around the back of the truck. Occasionally they were a nuisance; other times they were curious and
sometimes jovial and friendly. We often played a game with them. One of us pointed at one of the kids causing others to look at him. We would start
laughing and pointing. The victim became self-conscious as his mates stared, trying to figure out what we were laughing at. It distracted the nuisances
and increased the bonhomie of the friendlies. However, this gambit does not work when you're the sole sentry; I spent that day ill and tormented – not
the best combination.



I was well enough to help explore Gara Hakim for a couple of days. We finished on the 21st of April. Late that day we headed for Chelenko, which we didn't
reach because of engine trouble. It poured with rain, and we spent the night watching one of Africa's stupendous-electrical storms.
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Korema (Muti)

On the 6th of January (Ethiopian Christmas Day), 1887 the Battle of
Chelenko saw Emperor Menelik II defeat the army of Emir Abd Allah
of Harar. The Emir had 3 to 4,000 men: 1,000 armed with
matchlock muskets. Menelik had 25,000 men; 12,000 had repeating
rifles. The Emir gambled on a surprise attack assuming his enemy
would be celebrating Christmas; Menelik anticipated this and kept
his troops sober - the battle ended quickly. Menelik took over Harar
on the 9th of January. At the time of the battle Menelik wasn't
Emperor, but Negus (King) of the Shewa province (which includes
Addis Ababa); he became Emperor in 1889.

Trekkies will recognise the Grand Negus as the leader of Star Trek’s
fictional alien race, the Ferengi.

Paul remembers the rugged hike to Korema –typical of Ethiopia.  
We were young and fit but needed to pause for the occasional rest.  

He also recalled how a group of Ethiopian women swept past 
carrying large looking loads.

The Fart-a-lot donkey 
carrying our gear to 
Korema.
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The Koreme village police chief made a teacher vacate his house, so we had a place to sleep. Remarkably, the teacher didn't seem resentful; he was from
Bedenno, a village 30 km south and he told about caves in that area. One of the faffs Tim did in Addis was getting a letter from the Ministry of Mines, giving us
permission to explore Ethiopia's caves. We forgot to take it with us to Koreme. The police chief wouldn't let us explore the local caves without seeing the
letter, even though our Chelenko police escort testified he'd seen it. We sent a messenger back to Chelenko to get it; he didn't arrive back until 14:45 on the
23rd. We dropped 300 m into a valley and explored three short caves. When Tim crawled into a cave, he confronted a pair of eyes; he retreated quickly,
followed by a serval cat. Once out it scurried away. "I was glad I had a carbide flame protection - otherwise it could have been a different outcome?" We
learned a hermit had lived in one of the caves; the villagers explained our lack of piety stopped us finding the large passages. Later we found two potholes near
the village: One the 44 m deep Enkuftu Kekhelli and the other the 59 m deep Enkuftu Wenday Darge named after a local, who allegedly committed suicide by
jumping into it. We didn't find his corpse or skeleton.

Africans don't use fat in their bread recipes; it's ok to eat the first day, tolerable the second, and you throw it away the third. We didn't know our police
escort, reinforced with a Koreme cop, were taking 6 villagers to a Chelenko prison. Getachew told us Haile Selassie's feudal Ethiopia had strict laws, which
they'd broken by ploughing the wrong field. Worse, nobody fed them while they waited for us to leave. They eagerly devoured our 3-day old bread.

Steve descending Enkuftu Wenday Darge

Serval
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Farewell Harar
We arrived back at Chelenko on the 24th of April. Looking back I've no idea why we didn't go to
Bedenno or Furda: we had good-information about them. Paul suggested our experience in Bale
(Sof Omar and Nur Mohammad) had spoilt us. Harrar had proven worthwhile, but it didn't compare
with the easy-to-find big caves of Bale Province; perhaps Tigray had massive caverns. Time was
short, the rainy season approached. So we headed for Addis. We drove passed Mendisa, which we
thought had more caves. It seems we'd decided to move on regardless..

Awash River Camp
We stopped to help a truck out of a ditch
and to look at Lava Blisters. Water flowing
through the joints and bedding planes of
limestone creates almost all caves.
Occasionally, you find caves formed in
volcanic rock. Most potholers look at such
oddities out of curiosity, which we did as
we passed Metahara village near Kobe.

We camped for the night at the Awash River and reached Addis the next day: the 26th of April. Bill
had moved house; we soon found him and did our usual pit stop: a bath, laundry, food shopping,
pigging-out at Italian restaurants and general faffing about. We were on the road again on the 29th of
April, heading north towards Ethiopia's ancient heartlands



We reported Harar and Bale were the places to find caves. Today, Harar has more caves than any other region (A). Underground, you'll find impressive
passages (B): outside rugged scenery (C) and dramatic weather (D). You'll also find traditional Romantic Africa (E) teeming with cheeky kids (F).
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Reflections on Harar
The 2011 Expedition (p103) took all these pictures - except L. They’re the beneficiaries of 4 decades of improved camera technology. And while they’re better
pictures than ours they tell the same story and capture the essence of Ethiopia – which for me was all Romantic Africa.

A B C

D E F
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G H J

K L M

Ethiopia has splashes of colour (G) and its own Henry Moore sculpture parks (H). Enthusiastic locals go caving without helmets and lamps (J). And some caves
provide the villagers with water (K). In ‘72, everyone seemed to wear shammas - toga-like garments (L): not anymore (M).



Tigray: Ethiopian Heartlands and Highlands
On the 29th of April, day 112 of the expedition, we left
Addis heading north to Tigray, the core part of
Ethiopia's ancient heartland. We took an eastern route
through Debre Sina and Woldiya. It took us 2 days to
get to Mekele. Tigray is part of the Ethiopian
Highlands, known as the 'Roof of Africa'; it's the largest
continuous area of mountains on the continent.
Mekele stands at 2,254 m; compare this with Britain's
highest peak Ben Nevis 1,345 m or Denver, Colorado's
Mile High City 1,649 m. Altitude sickness starts around
2,500 m.

In 1972 Mekele was a small town with a
population of 37,000. For some curious reason, it
made me think of American Wild West ghost
towns: wide dusty streets with nothing going on.
Now, 48 years later, it's a thriving city of over
250,000 people and the capital of the region. It
has a mix of modern buildings, old-style stone
edifices and some streets showing a hint of art
deco.

1960s Mekele city 
centre

Mekele 2018

On the way to Tigray, we saw a hole at the
side of the road; we had to explore it. We
improvised a human-ladder-belay while Dick
climbed down 3 or 4 m deep.
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The ancient Greek historian, Herodotus, referred to the people and lands
south of the Egyptian Empire as Aethiopia. This included the enigmatic
Kingdom of Kush, which occupied the Upper Nile Valley (Sudan) and farther
south, the Aksumite Empire based in Tigray. The Empire’s capital, Aksum, is
as close to the Arabian Peninsula as London is to Edinburgh. Over
millennia, the complex interplay of ethnicity, trade, culture, language, and
religion, combined with the ebb and flow of military and political power
between these regions, created Ethiopia.
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Ancient History and Legends

The Church of Alexandria (Coptic Christian - founded by the Apostle St.
Mark) spread its faith from Alexandria in Egypt through the Kush Empire
to Aksum.

A 1990s survey stated: 62% of Ethiopia is Christian; 43% Ethiopian
Orthodox; the rest Protestant and a smidgen of Catholics. Muslim’s
dispute these numbers. Christianity figures large in the country's story.
Ethiopian Christians claim St. Mary of Zion Cathedral in Aksum has the
Ark of the Covenant (but only the priests are allowed to see it).

Another enduring legend involves the Queen of Sheba. She allegedly lived in
Tigray, went to Jerusalem, had a fling with King Solomon, and returned to
Ethiopia with his child. The authenticity of this story is akin to our legend of
King Arthur. Yet the Queen's child, Menelik I, did become Emperor and started
the Solomonic Dynasty, which on and off ruled the country until the mid-
seventies. Both Menelik II and Haile Selassie claimed Solomonic ancestry.

In 2012 Dr. Louise Schofield, an archaeologist and former British Museum
curator, discovered a gold mine in Tigray; the local press quickly proclaimed it
the source of the Queen's wealth.

In 622 CE, to avoid the persecution of Arabia's ruling Quraysh tribe, the
Prophet Mohammad's family and early supporters fled to Aksum. The
Christian Emperor gave them asylum, refusing the Quraysh’s ‘extradition’
demands.

The Church of our Lady Mary of Zion 



The Church Caves of Tigray: Zeyi (Zayei)
When we left England, we knew about Sof Omar, and a cave in Tigray called Zeyi (Zayei). In 1962, Dave Causer of the
Wessex Caving Club had reported Zeyi in his club's journal. It's a natural cave with a Christian church built across the
entrance and inside - the tombs of local people, marked by small, irregular headstones. In the mid-nineteenth
century Geta Hailu, a monk, discovered the cave hidden by Redwing shrubs. Emperor Yohannes IV (Menelik's
predecessor) ordered 300 workers to build a church (Abune Aregawi) across the cave entrance. Aregawi, was one
of the 'Nine Saints' who fled Roman Catholic heresy charges and set up the Ethiopian Christian Church.

On the 4th of May, we drove south from Hagere Selam, planning to visit Zeyi. At Enda Mariam, we visited a
monastery just as the abbot sat down for lunch; he invited us to join him. We sat on a large carpet, shaded from the
bright sun by a large tree: Romantic Africa. The monks served bread, a drink called Tella, and a bowl of beans, peas,
and grit. I'd drunk Tella before. It’s a greyish liquid, tasting of aniseed, with the texture of something you'd find in a
spittoon: disgusting. The others eagerly offered their glasses; I declined. I smiled at the reactions to their first sip.
Tekale, our Tigrignya speaking replacement for Getachew, told them it wasn't polite not to drink it. Tim got half-way
through his mug and, unobserved, slyly tipped the rest behind the tree. Unfortunately a server noticed he was
empty and filled him up. Some of us made the 2 hour walk to Zeyi, but the priests wouldn't let us in.

Today Zeyi is part of a Geo-
Trekking Route. The monks
usually allow men into the
cave, but not women. A few
rock churches adopt the
same policy: an attitude local
tourist promoters are trying
to change.

92View from Zeyi Cave
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Cave 
Entrance

Since our visit, the Ethiopians built a new
Abune Aregawi church. Jan Nyssen and
colleagues accurately resurveyed the
cave and found its length to be 364 m.



Kohen and Tinsehe Kidane Mihret
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In the Kworiora valley, the Tinsehe Kidane Mirhet church nestles under an
overhang 60 m high and protruding 20 m out from the cliff. On the 6th of May,
Paul and Dick visited the valley and the church. A priest took them to the cliff
where they climbed up 15 m and then traversed 60 m (hands crawling at first,
then flat out) to a 6 m long cave. Inside, they macabrely crawled through a
jumble of skeletons. Over the years an intermittent waterfall has formed
several tufa caves, all used as burial sites. Some, Dick and Paul investigated;
the locals didn't allow them access to others.

If you travel a few miles south of Agula and walk westward for 3.5 km, two
ravines merge at Kohen, a Christian Church. Tufa caves exist in the cliff. A mud
wall blocks the entrance to one cave - inside more skeletons, some in coffins,
others half-in half-out and others lying on the floor. Steve and I entered
carefully tiptoeing around and over the occupants when - clump, clump,
crunch - in marched the expedition's squaddie. We left quickly.

Overhang at Tinsehe Kidane Mihret 
church cave

Me leaving Kohen 
Church Caves
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The Rock Churches of Tigray
Tigrayans like to use caves as part of a church; perhaps it's
an extension of the idea of devout hermits living in caves.
However, they go further, if they can't find a cave they'll
hew out rock-shelter, often halfway up a mountain and
make it into a church. Some sources suggest the
accessibility aimed to protect the church and clergy from
persecution. How would they withstand a siege?
Whatever the reasons churches like Abba Yohani serve
their communities in the same way as European churches.
Pity we didn’t have time to explore any of them.

They carved out burial chambers

Going to church has a
whole new meaning.

Abuna Yamata Guh

Abba Yohani Monastery



The Geba (Giva) River
We'd decided we should take a hike down the Geba (Giva) River in
search of caves. Tim, Steve, and I set off at 08:30 on 5th of May; we
planned to meet with the others at the Geba Ford in 3 days time.

We had a problem: a nasty little parasitic flatworm thrived in the
Geba; it liked to infect your drinking water, get into cuts or swim-up
your penis. Then it laid eggs and migrated through your body
attacking, for example, your brain or spinal cord causing seizures or
paralysis. The buggers can do other nasty stuff before killing you -
painfully. Unfortunately, someone (mistakenly) told us Haile Selassie
(Now Addis Ababa) University conducted its 'bilharzia research' in
the Geba.

We carried 4.5 litres of water which we hoped to refill from spring
water. That didn't happen; we didn’t find any springs.

Route to the Geba River We passed Zeyi; again the priests wouldn't let us enter. We travelled
22 km, some of it down a gulley, which in wet weather the Inda
Sellasie River would flow to the Geba. It was like caving without a
roof: vertical pitches, chimneys, traverses - all without ropes, ladders
or climbing-aids. We bivvied next to a small pool; in the morning we
realised how dumb this was when we saw paw prints in the sand.

The trek became an epic; no pathway, we tried to keep out of the
river, traversed and climbed cliff faces and crawled under thorn
bushes. We covered 37 km the second day and ran out of water. To
keep my mouth moist, I chewed gum; it stopped working in the
afternoon. Day 3 breakfast: no water (so no porridge), malaria pill
first, Ryvita with apricot jam, finishing with a vitamin pill and hard-
boiled egg. The final 27 km was an easier walk (we had a path) offset
by our dehydrated state. We made the truck at 14:00 - just after
they'd sterilised the water. We had to wait for 30 minutes before
gulping down several litres each.
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In 1837, the year Victoria became queen, a chap took his dog for a walk near Seattle, Yorkshire. His pooch
disappeared, and when the dog-walker went to find him, he discovered Victoria Cave. More correctly, he
rediscovered the cavern. Later, archaeologists discovered mammoth, rhino, elephants, hippo, hyena, bear and
reindeer bones in the cave. They also found prehistoric hunting weapons and evidence of Roman occupancy and
religious activity. Britain has a few sites like this; Ethiopia, the home of Lucy (our oldest ancestor), is full of them.

People often know something about the caves in their locality. However, in the 19th century, Frenchman Edouard-
Alfred Martel founded the science of speleology - exploring, documenting and studying caves. Discovering caves
includes making the wider-world aware of their existence. Our efforts in Tigray fell into the documenting category.
The cave we marked as J, I now know is May Hib'o. The villagers take their cattle to the rift so they can drink the
water in the rift entrance; they collect drinking water from the spring inside.
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May Hib’o

Cave ‘A’ on the Geba River

Entrance to May Hib’o

May Hib’o:  
Collecting water 
from the spring 



Other Caves in Tigray
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We saw many caves as we struggled up the Geba from D to A on the map. Some
locations had multiple entrances. At D a 5 m x 5 m passage disappointed, closing
down in a boulder choke after 17 m. We couldn't always get to all the caves
because we didn't have the time, we didn't fancy the 10 to 20 m difficult-climbs up
cliffs, and in one case we were too knackered. None of the caves we entered
exceeded 20 m in length.

We did a lot of walking in Tigray, but we didn't find many caves. Even those we did
find, like Berki Beati, didn’t rate as good discoveries: so no photos inside the caves.
Yet, Tigray was an adventurous experience, full of spectacular views; it's not
surprising, these days, travel companies advertise trekking holidays in the region.

Just south of Hagere Selam we found the oddity Denglet, a 15 m long cave in
sandstone, apparently the one-time home of a mad hermit.

Limestone dissolves in water loading it with calcium carbonate.
When water drips from the cave roof, it leaves some of the calcium
carbonate behind forming stalactites. When the drips splatter on the
floor, they form stalagmites, and if water flows down the wall,
flowstone. When this happens outside, we call the formations 'tufa'.

Dick



While Steve, Tim and I 'trotted' down the Geba, the others explored the Kworiora and Tankwa valleys. In Tankwa
they found Zelekwa (Vase Cave), so-called because inside they found numerous earthenware vases, deposited there
when locals hid from invading Italians. Also inside the cave: bats and a snake.
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Zelekwa (Vase Cave)

Zelekwa

Rift Cave Tankwa Valley

Dick, staring across the valley at Wukro

It was a tricky 8 m climb up to the cave, even for experienced climber Simon. How
the heck did a snake get up there? What did it live on? I wondered for years, but I
recently saw a documentary about the world's longest centipede - the Peruvian
Giant Yellow-Legged Centipede. It's the length of your forearm, venomous, and
climbs up the walls of Venezuelan caves. It hides in crevices and snatches bats as
they fly by. I guess anything is possible.
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Tourist Route to Addis

Lake Tana

My last trip in the K9

Expedition Day 123, 12th May 1972, we'd finished caving. We'd decided to take the western route back to Addis, setting off from Mekele at 14:15, north to
Wukro. Armed soldiers blocked the road to Asmara because of the antics of the Eritrean Liberation Front.

We turned west, passing through Adigrat and Aksum before turning south. All along the route, little boys stood with coconut size amethysts for sale. I had no
idea what they were; I should have bought some. We headed for the fabulous Simien Mountains, Gondar (the capital of another erstwhile Ethiopian Empire)
and Lake Tana. Simon struggled to stop the truck engine overheating as we wound down the hairpins of the Blue Nile gorge.

We arrived at Bill's in Addis at 20:30 on the 15th; he was in Sidamo. So that was it. We messed about selling-off kit and arranging different ways to get home.
The army whisked Terry off on a direct flight to London.

Blue Nile Gorge
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Simien Mountains



Well, we hadn't finished caving. We decided we had to check some Sof Omar survey data and take a
few more photographs. Bill lent his Land Rover; Steve and I made our last journey to Sof Omar.

May is the rainy season in the Bale. You couldn't get down Safari Straight. If you look at the Safari
Straight pictures, you can see the brown tidemark halfway up the wall. Mind you, the tree trunks left
high and dry in various passages, tell their own tale. We camped underground, completed our survey
checks and left for Addis. We drove to a river ford we’d crossed on the way to Sof Omar. Some locals
were rolling up their pants, getting ready to wade across. Steve drove straight in; the Land Rover
floated downstream getting stuck on a small island in the middle. My enduring memory: Steve sitting
on the top of the Land Rover, looking desperate; me standing in the river with the water up to my
chest. Pathetically, I set off to walk the 50 km to Goro for help carrying a jerrycan. Fortunately, after a
few kilometres, an Ethiopian Highways Land Rover, driven by the highways chief engineer, came out
of the bush. He rounded up a few of his workers, got them down to the river and started hauling us to
the riverbank, while singing one of those African working chants: Romantic Africa.
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Back to Sof Omar

Their mechanic got us going again. Back at the highways' camp we gratefully
bought several rounds of drink, after which they tried to introduce us to the
camp girls. We'd seen their handiwork at our Sof Omar clinic; it was awkward
- how far did they want us to show our gratitude? Thank god for language
barriers.

We camped somewhere in the Bale mountains and next day got back to
Addis. Steve had been fretting. How would Bill react? Typically, all he asked
was, "Did you get any photographs?" The next day, I was on a plane to
Athens.Big Rapids in flood

Tree Trunk in 
Bill’s Passage
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The Saga of the Austin K9
What can you say about the Austin K9? It was our home for 5 months. Without it, we couldn't have
done what we did. Home sweet home? For some of us perhaps, but for Dick and Simon, who spent
endless hours keeping it going, I think they viewed it with a mixture of hatred and dread. I also
believe they felt a sense of pride and achievement at mollycoddling the beast through our African
adventure.

I suggested to Dick that we'd had 4 major expedition-stopping incidents: the spring breaking in the
Sahara, the chassis breaking in the Congo, the need to rebuild the gearbox, and the wagon catching
fire in Addis. He passionately disagreed. For him, the persistent conking out of the engine
endangered the trip far more than the disastrous problems. They didn't know what the problem
was. They had a fix, but not a cure.

We'd remove the bonnet and put it on the roof. Then we’d drive with Dick or Simon standing on the
bumper, holding onto god-knows-what. When the engine started to stutter, they’d lean in trying not
to touch the whirling fan and red-hot-exhaust (no doubt praying we didn’t hit a bump), and in Dick's
words, "Gave the fuel pump a serious wanking." As I remember it, they wanked it through all the
hairpin bends as we dropped down to the Blue Nile. Overheating of the fuel-line was another
regular issue which they mitigated, while bumper standing, by spraying it with water. Dick's
memories were far more acerbic, "We wanked it all the way from Yorkshire, across the Sahara,
through the Congo and all around bloody Ethiopia. I don't know how we put up with it: we just had
to.”

We bought the truck for £225 and sold it for £421
($1,100): profit £196. We also spent £203 on fitting
out and maintenance and £37 on tax and insurance;
so the net cost of keeping the truck on the road
equalled £44. Fuel cost £481 and ferries and tolls £65.
Our travel cost came to £84 each.

We travelled 22,400 km, which is a bit more than driving halfway around the world. About
16,000 km was dirt roads, rough tracks and even riverbeds. I think it did well.

I admire how much work they put in on daily
maintenance and relatively minor fixes:

Dick and Simon coped with it all, while the rest of
us relaxed in ignorance.

Punctures 
Broken windscreen
Displaced wheel axle 
Punctured fuel tank
Radiator breaking off
Engine mounts breaking
Buggered handbrake 

Mashed 
up gears

The K9 with Bill’s Landrover



Going  Home
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Terry, as a soldier in the 9th-12th Royal Lancers, left first; the army flew him
directly to London on the 21st of May.

Dick left last. The guy who'd bought our truck paid a deposit of $550. Dick
remained in Addis until he'd paid the rest. He mooched about at Bill's - even went
on a caving trip with him to Sidamo. Eventually, he went by bus to Asmara then
flew to Athens on the 25th of June: Day 169 the expedition was over. He'd got a
severe case of the 'trots', so he waited for his fiancé Denise to join him, by sitting
next to the toilet reading Lord of the Rings. They explored Athens, took a long
boat trip to the Greek island Skiathos and then caught a train to Yugoslavia. They
ate and drank local food all the way to Opatija and then to Postojna, where they
looked at a spectacular show cave. Finally, a train home.

I went on the 29th of May. Eager to get back to my girlfriend, Linda Parker, I flew
from Addis to Athens. From there I'd planned to hitch-hike home. I arrived in
Greece in the evening and met some American Christians who gave me a bed and
fed me. It took me a day to reach the Yugoslav border, where hitching stopped.
So I caught a train arriving in Munich the evening of the 31st. I bumped into a
Somalian who offered to let me share his 'hotel' room. He took me to the railway-
sidings where we slept in a railway carriage. Next day I reached Bruges, where
more American Christians (God bless ‘em), put me up for the night. On the 2nd of
June, I got to London only to find out Linda had dumped me for a climber.
Bummer! If I'd have known, I'd have sailed down the Nile to Cairo with the rest of
them.

Early on the 27th of May, Paul, Tim and Simon left Addis on a bus to Asmara in
Eritrea (then still part of Ethiopia). It took 3 days and included a military escort to
the Tigray Eritrea border. They flew to Khartoum where they met Steve who'd
flown directly from Addis.

On the 31st, they shared a compartment on a train to Wadi Halfa, a small-town
on the Sudanese Egyptian border. They caught glimpses of the Nile as the train
rattled through the desert

Simon and Paul on the 
‘Midnight Express’



At midnight, the locomotive conked out, once again stuck in the middle of the Sahara - this time for 9 hours. In the morning sun, some passengers crept
into the shade under the carriages - until someone flushed the toilet.

They arrived at Wadi Halfa at 02:00 and slept outside for 4 hours before trying to get a Sudanese Exit Form. This resembled a rugby scrum: some pushing,
shoving and the occasional fight. In some strange colonial flashback, the white people boarded the ferry first. When the locals scrambled aboard, one
chap, carrying so much baggage, didn't see the cargo hold and fell into it.
.
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At 17:00 on the 2nd of June, their ferry set sail down the Nile. Travelling as 3rd class passengers
meant sleeping on the deck and using a bucket to flush the toilet. They sailed passed a night lit
Abu Simbel, and because the Nile is so wide, they rarely saw the riverbanks. They reached Aswan
at 20:00, went to a hotel and slept with bedbugs. The next day they took a packed train to Luxor,
standing most of the way. On one side of the track lush irrigated fields: the other side - the desert.
They arrived at 21:00.



In Luxor they bumped into an Englishwoman, who set them up with a guide. He took them on a
ferry to the Nile's west bank where the sun set and, symbolically, the Pharaohs passed to the
next life. In June 1972, while London raved about the British Museum's Tutankhamun exhibit, the
guys saw the real McCoy in the Valley of the Kings and the Valley of the Queens. In the afternoon
they went back to the East Bank and explored the Temple of Karnak and its bulbous columns.

The Nile 

Getting Exit Forms

Boarding

Third Class Travel

Dhows on the Nile: Cairo

Nile River Bank: Cairo
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The Splendour of Egypt

A 14-hour train journey to Cairo took up the 7th, and on the 8th they went to the Giza Pyramids and Sphinx, and later the Citadel: an Islamic fortress built by
Saladin. At 02:00, the 9th of June, they went to the airport. A last-minute adventure for Steve: he'd left his passport and ticket in the hotel. That day they were
home; Steve remarked how green dear Old England looked.

Temple of Queen Hatshepsut: Luxor

Giza Pyramids 
and the Sphinx: 
Cairo

Temple of Karnak The Valley of the Kings



Bill Morton: Geologist and Friend
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Born in 1941, William Hastings Morton went to
Whitgift School in Croydon. Inspired by geology
teacher R.H. Jones, Bill went to Manchester
University where he got a 1st Class degree and a
PhD in the subject. Just 90 minutes from
Yorkshire's caves and only 1 hour from the caverns
of Derbyshire, he also got the bug for caving with
Manchester University Speleological Society.
He became a Professor of Geology at Haile
Selassie (now Addis Ababa) University. He was one
of those ex-pats, who loved and embraced his
adopted country, its culture and customs, but kept
the British values I grew up with: his hospitality
(putting up 7 grimy cavers); his generosity:
(providing us with British breakfasts and lending us
his Landrover) – all done with the utmost
modesty. His quiet, affable nature hid a passion for
his profession, Ethiopia, his students and caving.
Like the old gentlemen of cricket, Bill achieved
things without the appearance of trying.

Uniquely, Bill formed an Ethiopian caving club with one
member: him. He charmed some of his students into going with
him; he explored with transient cavers like Prof Monod, Mike
Lean and us; he just kept exploring. He found a kilometre of
new passage in Sof Omar with Prof Monod and accompanied us
as we pushed the cave further. Later, he explored caves at
Bedenno, finding Enkuftu Mohu: Ethiopia's deepest cave.
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Cave 
Entrance

The teacher in Koreme, a native of Bedenno, told us we'd find caves in his home village. We decided
not to go because we still needed to check out Tigray; we mentioned it to Bill and added a note to our
CRG Report. So in 1973 Bill went with a few of his students and found 3 caves and 10 potholes. The
resurgence cave the teacher told us about, Goda Fuafuate (waterfall), was part of Bedenno's water
supply. They then 'discovered' Enkuftu Dideesa, which they descended to 80 m. They then went down
Enkuftu Amadi to a ledge 50 m down, where they found an upside down tree which had toppled down.
They also found a snake, which took their appearance with nonchalant disinterest. They descended
another 30 m and ran out of ladder.

Bill returned in 1975 with a British medical student, Mike Lean, who'd chosen to go to Ethiopia for the
elective part of his training. Mike was a climber, so Bill seconded him to his potholing team. Several
students made up the team, including Yohannes Berhanne and Debebe Asefa. On the first day Bill and
some students got down 192 m, the bottom of Ethiopia's deepest cave. In 1974 the Ethiopian
revolution had deposed Haile Selassie and the feudal system; calling the pothole after the ‘Lord of the
Manor’ Amadi wasn’t politically correct. In revolutionary zeal they renamed it Enkuftu Mohu (Victory
Pothole).

To stop soil erosion, the local farmers channelled storm water into the pot. A storm soon sent water
crashing down on top of Bill and his companions. Mike realised they could drown but, with the help of
some farmers, they diverted the water but destroyed their crops. Bill compensated them for the
damage.

Bill Morton: Caver

Next day, Mike went down with the village character, Seyoum, who described
himself as a vagabond; he went barefooted. They spoke different languages,
and Seyoum could only tie granny knots - cave rescuers would cringe.

The 1975 trip found another cave and 6 more potholes, including one 75 m
deep.



Bill Morton: Hero
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After his work in Enkuftu Mohu, Bill went to Harar with Mike Lean and stayed
with Debebe Asefa's family. It was Meskil Day, so families gathered. That evening
they went into town and drank rough Tella. In the morning, they switched to tea
and coffee made from camel milk as they watched the elegant Somalia women.
All was seemingly peaceful.

When we arrived in Addis, the army had locked down the University; you could
sense unrest among the students. All I knew of Ethiopian politics was Haile
Selassie belonged to Romantic Africa, loved as a descendent of King Solomon
and the Queen of Sheba. However, I remember the feudal injustice we met in
Koreme, the cold, simmering Marxist anger of our Tigrinya interpreter Tekale,
and the friendliness of villagers. Sometime in March ‘77, Dick phoned and told
me - Bill was dead. He was taking photographs and soldiers, thinking him a spy,
shot him. A tragic misunderstanding?

Since the early sixties, one Ethiopian political crisis followed another until in January 1974 demonstrations broke out.
The low ranking military seized power and installed the Derg, a Marxist regime backed by China. Some protesting groups,
like the EPRP (Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Party) supported by some of Bill’s colleagues and students, wanted a
democratic government, not a military dictatorship. The Derg armed Abyot Tebeka gangs (defence guards). Mike Lean
explained the gangs of workers were death squads. Bill had taken to hiding endangered students in his Land Rover and
smuggling them out of Addis to the relative safety of the villages. Smuggling was a euphemism for going as fast as you
can in a zigzag route with your headlights on. Mike started making runs; he told me the gangs had little ammunition and
couldn't shoot straight.

Debebe’s Family, Meskil Day 
Harar 1975

Bill
Mike

Yohannes 
Berhane

By the 10th of March 1977, Bill had a new smuggling strategy: he drove close to the checkpoint on the Airport Road, where two fugitives got out and set
off to walk around the danger. Yohannes Berhane, one of the Enkuftu Mohu explorers, a leading EPRP figure, was one of the walkers. Bill and a colleague,
Professor of economics Nega Ayele (an activist who'd been in hiding for 6 months) passed safely through the checkpoints and parked, awaiting their
friends. Bill heard gunfire. The walkers had run into an Abyot Tebeka gang who'd mown them down as they tried to flee. Fatefully, Bill and Nega decided to
drive back to Addis. As the Washington Post reported, the guards stopped the Land Rover, and as Bill and Nega got out with their hands up, they gunned
them down. The Texan newspaper, the Victoria Advocate, published the Derg's account. They were spies taking photographs of a factory which made
sweaters - I guess the source of the photograph story. It's not even a good lie; what would they be trying to get - the latest Ethiopian knitwear patterns?
The Red Terror went on for many years. We can add Mengistu, the Derg's leader, to the world’s list of scum bags, while everyone who knew Bill would add
him to the list of good guys.
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Goda Mea, West Haraghe, Ethiopia

Ethiopian Caving Today



Ethiopian Cavers and Expeditions
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Asfawossen Asrat goes caving because he's a scientist. A native of Tigray, Asfa works as Associate Professor, Addis Ababa University,
School of Earth Science: the descendent of Bill's old department. He studies 'speleothems' - cave formations to the rest of us. He
explained, "A tree's rings can tell you its age and what the weather was like for each year of its life." You can tell the same from cave
formations. This helps our understanding of the archaeology but, perhaps more practically, helps Asfa predict future weather patterns.
So Asfa finds a cave. If it has formations, he explores and studies it; if it hasn't, he notes it there and passes information to the
expeditions.

Nasir Ahmed is an active Ethiopian caver. He works for the Oromia Bureau of Culture and Tourism who would like to use caves to attract tourists. He's got
villagers finding cave entrances: removing the needle-in-a-haystack searches we did. More excitingly, he's a caver and went underground with all the
expeditions. Nasir became interested in caves when he worked with the 2008 Italian expedition exploring Holqa Oromo (Gursum Pearl Cave). He works
with all the expeditions visiting Oromia.

If Bill Morton hadn't been a geologist, he'd still have been a caver. He persuaded people to go caving with him: students, villagers or people, like Mike Lean,
who were 'just passing through'. Now, Ethiopia has its own cavers: more precisely - speleologists.
.

Caving Expeditions 1972 …… Caving Expeditions … 2019
Expedition Country Expedition CountryYear YearFocus Focus
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Cave 
Entrance

June 2020: Number of caves 290. Number of Enkuftus (potholes) 80. Number of rock shelters 90 (estimate). Number of blister caves 270.

Longest and Deepest

Longest Caves in Ethiopia Deepest Ethiopian Caves
Cave CaveArea AreaLength m Depth mYear YearExplorers Explorers

1 Robson and Clapham 1967 – 8 km
Morton, Monod, Ahmed 1971 – 1 km
BSEE and Morton  1972 – 6.1 km

EH – East Haraghe   WH – West Haraghe  ST – South Tigray



The Caves of Mechara
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Professor John Gunn became interested in caving as a schoolboy in Derbyshire. He went on to make a career from
it, becoming director of the Huddersfield University's Limestone Research Group. Following an academic exchange
between Huddersfield and Addis Universities, John led British Ethiopian cave exploration expeditions in 1995 and
again in 1996.

While visiting Sof Omar, one of their Ethiopian helpers persuaded them to go to his village, Mechara. They went
with hope mixed with cynicism. This seemed borne out when the locals first led them to Goddalencha, a typical
short Ethiopian Cave. The next day, 3rd of January 1995, the villagers took them to Achere. Barnaby Simmons sat in
the entrance chamber with his AK-47 toting guard waiting for his colleagues, already exploring the cave, to return
with a verdict: another short cave. After one hour he went to find them. When they met, they greeted him with the
magic words guaranteed to make every caver's heart miss a beat, "It goes." Now the exciting bit: they must find out
where it goes to.
. .

A couple of days later the villagers showed them the entrance to Aynaga, which they explored for a short
distance to a pitch. Clearly, they found something big: a complex network of passages - a surveyor’s
nightmare.

Clare Walker imaginatively described the effect of following someone down Achere's Buckrose Street to be
like swimming through dust. Owen Williams and Barnaby Simmons laddered the Aynaga pitch but had to
free climb the last 6 m. After wandering through the maze of passages, they had to find the ladder. Even
experienced cavers can become disorientated in complex caves; they’re confident they'll always find their
way out. Uniquely, Owen and Barnaby retraced their footprints in the dust.

By the end of the 1996 expedition, Achere was 3.83 km long and Aynaga 3.308 km: the 2nd and 3rd longest
caves in the Horn of Africa. Do they connect? Cavers love searching for missing passages that link one cave
with another. At the closest point the two caves are 30 m apart, but where is the link? Just thesort of
mystery and challenge that tantalises cavers all over the world.

Aynaga: route to 
Weathering Heights

Achere: Asfawossen 
in Cobble Coffin

Achere

Aynaga
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British, French, and Ethiopian cavers formed a group of explorers working closely together in a series of expeditions between 2011 and 2019. They worked in
three locations within the Harar caving-area: Bedenno, Chelenko and Mechara.

British, French and Ethiopian Explorations

Warabesa Main Passage

Warabesa Entrance

After most of the 2011 team left, Nasir Ahmed
and Robin Weare visited Holqa Warabesa near
Gelemso. They explored 1,400 m of the cave
which was ‘still going’ when they had to leave;
the 2012 expedition finished the exploration
making the cave to 3.1 km - the 4th longest in
Ethiopia.

Holqa Warabesa

Bedenno: 55 Caves Chelenko: 33 Caves
Gelemso/Mechara: 78 caves
Approximately 18 km of cave passages.

Discoveries

All members of the 2011 team got histoplasmosis (an
infection caused by breathing in spores of a fungus found in
bat guano): some needed to go into hospital. Luckily, BSEE
members avoided this hazard.



You become weary of checking, what turns out to be, little-cave after little-
cave. After a few days of this, the 2019 team found themselves entering
Holqa Boira, with an oh-here-we-go-again attitude. Robin Weare and Nasir
Ahmed came to a tight section and exited unimpressed, but looking for a
hammer. An eager Antoine Aigueperse crawled in with a hammer and
Nasir. He came back 30 minutes later exclaiming, "It's Orgnac": a French
cave famous for its decorations. He dragged the sceptics in to see for
themselves. When the explorers resurfaced, a crowd of villagers and the
district governor had hiked to the cave. Robin announced, "It's the most
beautiful cave I've ever seen in Ethiopia!" The crowd applauded, and
overnight the elders renamed it Holqa Naasiol - The Most Beautiful Cave.
.
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Cave Rescue Call Out
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The 2013 team had barely arrived in Bedenno when they received a cave
rescue call; two men had gone into Enkuftu Tufte near Bososo 305 km away.
They hadn't come out. It took the rescuers over a day to drive to Bososo,
arriving at 10:00 hours: the villagers greeted them with welcome speeches
before taking them on the long hike to the pothole. The lack of urgency
seems strange to British cavers, but a backstory explained their casual
approach. Bososo villagers mined the cave for crystals which they sold. The
missing men sneaked into the cave from another village: the Bososo people
consider this theft: it's their economic asset. The rival villagers didn't raise
the alarm for 3 days. The rescuers quickly detected bad air (low oxygen); the
deeper you went, the worse it got - the men were dead. Recovering the
bodies would endanger more lives so the rescue was over.
. .

Aynaga: route to 
Weathering Heights

Hailu Menale, of Debre Tabor University, found a cave in South Gondar: a
part of Ethiopia we'd driven through enroute to Addis from Tigray. Hailu
emailed an American caving group, asking for help. They emailed another,
who contacted the Descent Caving magazine who then emailed Robin
Weare. How you find caves has changed since ‘72! Robin felt reluctant to
help; it was a 2-day drive from his planned Harar expedition. Besides,
Amhara didn't have caves. Tactfully, he told Hailu they'd need more than
one cave to justify a change in the expedition’s plans. A short time later,
Hailu emailed, "Was 48 enough?“

Easter 2016, Hailu Menale and Solomon Fanta (from the local tourist office)
with a squad of armed men joined the expedition. In Oromia, guards
protect against Somalian kidnappers: but in Amhara - so far from the
border? It turned out the posse was a home invasion crew intent on
evicting a pack of hyenas from their home. They explored the cave,
Gibitsawit1 Washa for 85 m before the hyena eyes stopped retreating.

The hyenas thwarted them and went
deeper into the washa, limiting its
exploration.

Washa is the Amharic name for cave.

You rarely find bad air in British caves, so it's not something we ever
concerned ourselves with. However, in Ethiopia, it's a common
experience, so modern cave explorers carry low oxygen meters to detect
dangerous conditions.

Washa is the Amharic name for cave.

Caves in Ahmara
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The expedition opened a new caving area in Ethiopia. It explored 12 washas
which share some characteristics with the caves in Tigray. They're part of the
religious and cultural life of the community. And, they're short caves (16 to 155
m), not potholes. What's different? Some caves contain small lakes (probably
formed in the wet season). Although, Setila Mariyam Holy Water Washa has a
steady source of mineral-rich water dripping from a stalactite. The monks use
this Holy Water to cure eye diseases.

Lake in Setila Mariyam Washa

Wofi Washa Church
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Asfawossen’s Adventures

Stories from Asfawossen Asrat

Eyefeyite (The Cave of a Thousand Eyes): 320 m long. Literally, a thousand
bat's eyes staring at you and reflecting in the pond of liquid guano they
created. This cave probably needs to come with a health warning.



Goda Lencho (Lion Cave)
Rukiessa: 1300 m long

This is a small cave in a cliff on the right bank of the
Achere River. When Asfa visited the cave, the locals told
him it was a lion's den. Clearly, some beast had used it as
a latrine - but a lion, in a populated area? Asfa was
sceptical. That night something killed the goats. Asfa's
conclusion: "Believe what the locals you about wildlife!".

The all Ethiopian caving team, leaving Goda
Mea (the Honey Cave) – is it named after the
nearby beehives?

Snake Climbing

Named after the type of tree growing at the cave's entrance: an active cave with
dripping water and sinking streams. A favourite hangout for snakes. The wet
entrance occasionally flooded. Includes two chambers: Mercury and Asfa Chamber.

Bero Cave: 300 m Long 

Ethiopian Black 
Mane Lion

Comprises a series of dry, well-decorated rift passages. A hideout used by rebels in
the 1980s to store munitions. Locals still believe the cave stores unexploded hand
grenades. Asfa had to clear the crocodiles away before leaving the cave and getting
back across the Ejersa river.
.

Croc
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Ametsegna Washa
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Before going to Ethiopia, I'd learnt a little geology - all relating to caves. During the journey from Preston, with the help of Steve and Paul, I learnt a little
more. Entering Ethiopia was like entering a geological paradise. The Nubian and Somalian tectonic plates are ripping the country into two about 6 mm a
year to form the East African Rift Valley. Reputedly it contains around 60 volcanoes - the last erupting in 1631.

Not surprisingly you'll find 'caves' formed from lava tubes. Geologist Bill Morton included these in his explorations; the Ethiopians didn't distinguish
between them and limestone caverns. Ametsegna Washa is a volcanic 'cave' near Zeret 140 km north of Addis Ababa. It's also known as the Cave of
Zeret, and more grimly as 'the Battle Horror Cave'. In April 1939 the occupying Italian army besieged the cave; they believed leading partisan Abebe
Aregay (later Ethiopian Prime Minster) was hiding there. Nevertheless, General Cavallero ordered his troops to use machine guns, flame-throwers and
mustard gas to kill the men, women and children hiding there. Between 1,500 and 2,500 died.

When we looked at the lava blisters (p85), I didn't
realise how big lava tubes (volcanically formed
caves) could be. At 65.5 km Kazumura Cave in
Hawaii is the longest known lava tube. When
discovered in 1975, Kenya's Leviathan Cave was
11.5 km. The Rift’s tectonic plate shift has since
broken the cave into segments, the longest being
3.5 km.

Ametsegna Washa 
Entrance
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Holqa Oromo ‘Gursom Pearl Cave’
Marco Viganó, an Italian Professor of Ecology and Economy, lives in both Italy
and Ethiopia. He's developing Cultural Tourist Routes in the Harar Area. This
involves him with the passions of adventurous tourists: caving with cavers,
cycling with cyclists, bird and wildlife watching… He organised the 2008 Italian
caving expedition which explored the 1.5 km long Holqa Oromo. This rivals
Holqa Naasiol for its stunning formations. But it includes what cavers like myself
would call, proper caving experiences (climbs and wet crawls). Later explorers
found cave pearls among the formations and added the epitaph Gursom Pearl
Cave.

A wet crawl – you could be in a warm Yorkshire
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Expedition Epilogue
It's nice to see the villagers prospering because of Sof Omar Cave and thrilling to find a set of postage stamps using the cave as a
theme. What did BSEE 1972 achieve? We'd have liked to find a couple more caves like Nur Mohamad. Nevertheless, we thought the
adventure and experience unsurpassed and believed our efforts, with those of our 8th member Bill Morton, lay the foundation for
Ethiopian cave exploration. People built on our report.

When I contacted Asfa, who was born in 1972, he wrote, "Wow! I could not believe that I get a message from a member of the BSEE
team!" That made me feel good. Robin Weare (a veteran of the 5 expeditions) wrote, "Before my first visit to Ethiopia, I avidly read
your ‘72-report. You visited so many parts of the country, did a huge amount in a short time, and reported it well. ...unlike you, I
don't have to search for caves. Nasir picks me at the airport in a 4 wheel-drive car; we go to the caves targeted for exploration." That
made me feel even better.

Sadly Ethiopia is one of the poorest countries in the world. Tourism can make a difference, but it's never going to be a place for sun,
sea and sangria. Instead, it's ideal for adventurous holidaymakers; there's nothing like caves for this. Ethiopia has caves interwoven
into its history and culture. Starting with the many prehistoric rock shelters complete with paintings, you'll also find caves still the
lairs of wild beasts or caverns interwoven into Christian and Muslim creeds. You'll find caves that were munition dumps, caves that
were hideouts from enemies, and caves which show the splendour of the natural world and provide water to a village. You'll find
caves used as burial grounds for monks and those used to dump bodies of conflict victims. There are underground caverns which tell
the geological story of the Rift Valley, the African continent, and humankind. And for the cave explorer, adventure calls. I'm not sure
if there's anywhere else in the world where the human and speleological worlds intertwine more.

Robin recounts the 2011 exploration of the Dima caves. They couldn't drive all the way to the village - so the villagers hacked a road
so they could. Many of the adults and kids had never seen white people or cars before. They got excited about the cars. The result,
Dima caves are part of a trekking holiday package. Luckily, I've travelled to nearly 80 different countries; Ethiopia is a standout tourist
destination. That makes me feel very, very good.
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Back in the UK, I had no job, money or girlfriend. I didn't want a job in engineering and I didn't belong to University Pothole Club anymore. I went caving
with them and other odds and sods - Dick being one such odd sod. A friend John Delany was another.

Finding new caves in Ethiopia is like winning the school egg and spoon race; finding something in Yorkshire is Olympic Gold. Before leaving England, Dick
qualified as a diver, and I ferreted around the caves on Fountains Fell. I urged Dick to dive in one of these caves: Magnetometer. John and I toted Dick's
diving gear to the Rough Crawl Sump; en route, I crawled into a small pool - not in the cave's description. I swam across to a small rift; it could be a duck or
a sump (ducks you can free dive, sumps you can't). I took Dick his kit, he dived the sump, and John and I froze our nuts off waiting for him. After an hour
he came back a-whooping-and-hollering: Gold Medal winner. Because we were both on the dole, we called the find the Labour Exchange. A few days later,
Dick and I returned with Paul and went to the pool. Paul moved a rock - a passage. I shot into it and crawled for about 40 m - the most exhilarating feeling
of my life! We'd found a dry way into the Labour Exchange. On a later trip, I was again alone laying in the water at a crawl. Was it a duck or a sump? I
crawled through 8 m of wet darkness conquering Kamikaze passage. At last a Gold Medal!

That year Bill visited and wanted to go caving. Dick and I took him on a 15-hour trip down the Three Counties System. We went down Bull Pot of the
Witches, then to Lancaster Master Cave, Easter Grotto and out through Ease Gill. A great day! Sadly, it was the last time we saw Bill.

In the summer of ‘73, Dick's club mate Bob Emmet passed the Crux in Quaking Pot. Bob worked on a local farm and became busy with the harvest so Dick
and I went to finish the exploration and survey the extension. The guide book starts Quaking's description with, "WARNING - A serious undertaking.
Strenuous moving tackle from the Crux to the 6th Pitch. The Crux is more awkward for tired people on the return, and rescue from beyond it would be
virtually impossible." We explored from the 8th Pitch to the bottom: a chamber in the Craven Fault we named Gormenghast.

One lazy Saturday we didn't feel like a long trip so we went to potter about in Sleets Gill. You walk down a subway-like tunnel; after 366 m, off on the right
is Boireau Passage, named after Geoff Boireau who drowned with 5 other cavers in Mossdale Caverns. The passage is a narrow 76 m long strenuous crawl
on your belly. It ends in a small boulder choke - the only place you can turn around. A strong wind blew through the choke; that means new passages. We
dug out the boulders and wedged them in nooks and crannies. Suddenly we heard a whooshing noise. "What have you done?" "Don't know!" I stuck my
head into the dig. "Fuck its flooding!" I shot back in panic. Dick shouted, "Stop!” I waited while he turned around; I turned, crawled a few metres when the
water hit. I carried on; the passage got slightly higher; I could breathe. We both earned Gold Medals for fast crawling. That night we helped rescue some
cavers trapped by floodwaters further up the Dale.

After Quaking, I did a few trips and the odd show cave. Dick married and gradually stopped. Tim never went caving again. Paul ran cave training and
outdoor courses. Simon continued caving and helped discover Ladyside Pot in the Manifold Valley, Derbyshire and instigated the dig in CwmDwr 2, which
eventually connected to Ogof Ffynnon Ddu. He went on two other expeditions: Arctic Norway exploring the Boda region and Ecuador 80 expedition to
Cuevas de Los Tayos. Steve went on an expedition with his university club to Bulgaria, then a 5-month expedition to Papua New Guinea. When he moved
to Canada, he made trips in North America, Mexico and the Caribbean. As for Terry - who knows?

Swan Songs
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Where possible, I've used photographs, maps and surveys from our expedition. However, we weren't photographers and didn't have good cameras. In 1972
we shot on to Kodak 35 mm slides. First, we didn't know if we'd got a good shot until we'd returned to England. Second, most of the slides lived in people's
attic stores for at least 3 decades. Today, you get better results using your mobile phone. Fortunately, the image quality is only one factor; it's the story that
matters. So where necessary, I've used images from other sources because they're great pictures, or they improve the storytelling.

Google Maps
Preston to Algiers P5 and Algiers to Zinder P7 

Tamanrasset Agadez P17

Zinder to Bangassou P20

Bangassou to Nairobi P27

Nairobi to Addis Ababa P42

Addis Ababa to Sof Omar P51

Addis Ababa to Harar Area P76
Addis Ababa to Tigray P88

Surveys

Photographs

BSEE Created all survey except:
P50 (1966) C.S. Clapham and G.E.Robson Sof Omar
P91 Zeyi (Zayei) (19620 D. J. Causer and D. A. Wheeler  - Jan Nyssen has 
since produced a more accurate survey,
P106 (circa 1971) W.H.Morton Tula Kiliwis
P107 (1973-1975) W.H.Morton Enkuftu Mohu
P112  Achere and Aynaga John Gunn Huddersfield University's Limestone 
Research Group
British, French and Ethiopian Exploration Group P110 Holqa Warabesa, 
P114 Holqa Naasiol and P116 Enkuftu Tuftu,.
P122 (2009-2010) Gruppo Speleologico Prealpino di Civio Pearl Cave
P126 Magnetometer : Labour Exchange and Quaking Pot from  from 
Northern Caves Vol Two – Penyghent and Malham, and Vol Three 
Ingleborough.

Note: All hyperlinks valid 23rd Sept 2020

P4 Adapted from a Map by Mark Tringham.

Geological Map
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Loxodontacyclotis.jpg
http://www.greenhillsecotours.com/dr-congo-destinations/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Nyssen
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P39 Goli, Custom: Uganda
P40 Murchison Falls
P43 Elephants in Marasbit National Park
P43 Road to Moyale,: Kenya
P45 Haile Selassie
P46 Methane Cathedral, Addis Ababa
Arthur Donaldson  Smith (1897)  Through Unknown African Countries
Edward Arnold, London
P47 – p6 Title Page, p8 Donaldson Smith and p57 Lion
P48 – p84 and 85: p89 and 90 Sketches of Sof Omar
P52 Camels at Sof Omar
P53 Baby Crocodile
P77 Dira Dawa Railway Station
P77 Jugol Gate, Market and Mosque
P80 Porc  Epic images permission from Daniela Rosso.
P90 Historic Mekele  City Centre
P90 Mekele 2018
P91 Church of Our Lady  of Zion
P91 Queen of Sheba Meeting King Solomon
P95 Abba  Yohani Monastery
P95 Abuna Yamata Guh in cliff
P95 Priest looking out of the window
P100 Lake Tana
P110 Debebe Asefa's family permission Debebe Asefa and Mike Lean
P110 Yohannes Berhane by permission  Ya Tewlid Tequam

Photographs Photographs by Asfawossen Asrat 
Sof Omar: P46 Inside the Cave Entrance, P47 Ford 1, P51 Sof Omar Village
2020, P53 Downstream from Holuca, P56 Kabir Ahmed’s Grandson, P70
Top of Korema Sinkhole’ P112 Asfawossen Asrat All the pictures on P122
and 123

Photographs by Urs Widmer
2004 Swiss Expedition to Sof Omar: P62 Safari Straight, P64 Sporting
Rapids and P65 Chamber of Columns Bottom Left.

Photographs by Bill Morton
P68 Prof Monod in Sof Omar and P108 Tulua Kiliwisa 1

Photographs from Robin Weare et al. 
Taken by members of the British, French and Ethiopian Expeditions 2011
to 2019:
P85 Terrain typical of area around Korema, P112 Nasir Ahmed, all images
on P88, P89 (except L) and P115 to P119 and P126 All Dima cave
photographs.

Photographs from Jan Nyssen et al. 
Nyssen, J., Meheretu Yonas, Annys, S., Tesfaalem Ghebreyohannes, Smidt,
W., Kiros Welegerima, Seifu Gebreselassie, Sembroni, A., Dramis, F., Ek, C.,
Causer, D., 2020. The Zeyi cave geosite in northern Ethiopia. Geoheritage,
12.6 provided the following photographs:
P90 View from Zeyi Cave, All the photographs on P93 and P97, and the
photo of Zelekwa location on P99.

Photographs from John Gunn
1994 and 1995 Huddersfield University CC Expeditions
All photographs on P111, P114 and P131.

Photographs from Marco Viganò et al.
P76 Feral horses of Kundudo, All the photographs P123 and P125 Marco
Vigano and the Gruppo Speleologico Prealpino, Cuvio, Varese, Italy.

P52 Washing Clothes approximately 0:14 into the video (Sof Omar Cave)
P53 Bats  approximately 5:14 into the video (Adventures in Ethiopia)
P95 Burial  Chamber 4:22 into the video, Ceiling  Painting approximately 
9: 51 into the video, Climbing down from the church approximately 
11:00 into the video (Rock-Hewn Churches of Tigray).

Photographs from Videos

Copyright
I've published this book under the Creative Commons Copyright cited on
page i. Additional copyright in the maps, photographs and surveys listed
in this section may reside with the authors. Subject to statutory
exceptions, no material may be reproduced by any method without
permission of the copyright owners.
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Tim Renvoize: While the caving wasn't as dramatic as I'd hoped, it was still a trip of a lifetime with a group of lads who all 
mucked in together. I've never felt the need to repeat a similar epic overland expedition. My career has been as a civil engineer 
working with a Water Company and a local council.

Richard (Dick) Ramsden: I resumed work mainly as a drainage engineer. I designed sewers and land drainage schemes and
supervised their construction. Later, I enjoyed surveying man-entry sewers and culverts. After Ethiopia, I caved with Dave, but
the Sleets Gill incident made me nervous; I'd married Denise and felt it unreasonable to leave most weekends. Denise and I have
2 sons, Chris and Jonny. I got into mountain biking and cycling; climbed all 282 Scottish Munros, and now I'm active with
Extinction Rebellion.

Simon Amatt: I resumed my telecoms job, retiring at 50 as a technical support engineer. I still go caving with South Wales Caving
Club, Cave and Crag and Orpheus. I'm a member of Midland and South Wales Cave Rescue. Egypt started my interest in ancient
civilizations and I've travelled the world exploring ancient cultures - and of course caves. I trained as a Park Ranger and
volunteered in the Peak District.

Dave Catlin: After we got back, I bummed about for 4 or 5 years. I did some memorable caving then. I went on another epic
road trip, driving a car for some friends from Bradford to Pakistan. I hitch-hiked back. I started working as a contract design
engineer, moved to London and set up a business designing and selling education robots. This took me all over the world. I'd pop
down caves at every opportunity.

Paul Ramsden: I wanted to make a living from caving. I worked in various Outdoor Centres, including the Caving Centre, run by
Yorkshire Dales National Park; this including taking groups caving abroad. I became a self-employed Caving Instructor. I started
using caving skills with Single Rope Techniques training people to work in difficult access places. Finally, I became the Technical
Officer for the Industrial Rope Access Trade Association; I travelled the world doing their health and safety audits.

Steve Worthington: I'd enjoyed discussing how Sof Omar was formed and writing it up in the expedition report, and discovered
that I could do postgraduate studies in Canada doing karst studies. Since then I've been doing consulting work on groundwater in
limestone. I went on a number of caving expeditions over the next 20 years, but none of them topped the Ethiopia trip. I've
always felt a sense of achievement about the expedition. We succeeded in driving to Ethiopia and spent three months looking
for caves, and we stayed committed to the end, even fielding multiple recce teams in Tigray.

Terry Rayner: We couldn’t find Terry.
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Goda Ajo

Catherine Jex

Asfawossen

Aynalem

Near Gursum Pearl Cave on Mount Kundodo, John Gunn, Catherine Jex (University of Birmingham) with
Asfawossen and some of his students from Addis Ababa University, explored Goda Ajo (2nd May 2009).
Goda Ajo translates as 'bad-smell cave'. John Gunn described it as 'a large chamber full of bats and
ample amounts of stinking guano.'


